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Brett Kavanaugh’s Supreme Court nomination



was plunged into chaos after a woman accusing

him of sexual assault spoke publicly for the first

time about the allegation on Sunday.

The fallout from the decades-old allegation is

putting a spotlight on Senate Republicans, who

must decide if they want to rush forward with

Kavanaugh’s nomination with questions lingering

over the Senate’s debate and vote.

Republicans have been confident for months that

Kavanaugh would be confirmed by October, when

the court starts its next term. But they are under

intense pressure to delay a vote after

Kavanaugh’s accuser, Christine Blasey Ford, told

The Washington Post that in high school in the

early 1980s, Kavanaugh pinned her to a bed at a

party and forced himself on her.

Ford told the Post that Kavanaugh "groped her

over her clothes, grinding his body against hers

and clumsily attempting to pull off her one-piece

bathing suit and the clothing she wore over it."

Kavanaugh has denied the allegations.

Senate Judiciary Committee Republicans quickly



defended Kavanaugh, noting he had undergone

multiple FBI background checks, and questioned

the timing of the allegations.

Taylor Foy, a spokesman for Sen. Chuck Grassley

(R-Iowa), released a lengthy statement after the

Post published its interview with Ford saying it

was “disturbing” that the “uncorroborated

allegations from more than 35 years ago, during

high school, would surface on the eve of the

committee vote.”

“It raises a lot of questions about Democrats’

tactics and motives to bring this to the rest of the

committee’s attention only now rather than

during these many steps along the way. Senator

Feinstein should publicly release the letter she

received back in July so that everyone can know

what she’s known for weeks,” he added.

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) — who could

become Judiciary Committee chairman next year

— said that he aligned himself with the statement

“about the substance and process regarding the

allegations in this latest claim.”

Graham became the first Republican to open the



door to a hearing from Ford, saying he would

“gladly listen to what she has to say and compare

that against all other information we have

received about Judge Kavanaugh.”

But he caveated that the testimony should

happen within the current timeline for confirming

Kavanaugh, “so the process can continue as

scheduled.”

And Sen. Jeff Flake (R-Ariz.), another member of

the Judiciary Committee, said on Sunday he

believes the panel shouldn’t vote on Kavanaugh’s

nomination until they’ve had time to dig into the

allegation.

“For me, we can’t vote until we hear more,” Flake

told the Post.

A spokeswoman for Flake didn’t immediately

respond to a request for comment. But if the

committee tried to move forward on Thursday

and Flake joined all Democrats in voting "no,"

that would leave the panel in a tie.

The Senate Judiciary Committee has a vote

scheduled on Kavanaugh’s nomination on



Thursday at 1:45 p.m. Republicans hold a majority

on the committee, meaning if they stick together

he could clear the panel this week.

In a move that could help stave off GOP

defections, and keep Kavanaugh’s nomination on

schedule, Grassley is working to set up calls

before Thursday’s vote with both Kavanaugh and

Ford.
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'Rolling Bear Market' Will Paralyze Stocks for Years: Morgan
Stanley

Investors are already in the midst of a "rolling bear market" that will
push the S&P 500 down as much as 17% and no higher than 4%
from today's levels, Morgan Stanley's chief equity strategist,
Michael Wilson, told clients in a recent note. Unlike a typical bear
market, where stocks fall simultaneously, Morgan Stanley says the
"rolling bear market" will rotate from sector to sector and even from
stock to stock, as the weakest are hit first and the hardest.
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    Hundreds are still trapped by Florence, and 'the worst is still yet
to come'
    Drone video shows severe flooding in North Carolina
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    Top stories
    NEW YORK, NY - JUNE 26: Progressive challenger Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez celebrartes with supporters at a victory party in the
Bronx after upsetting incumbent Democratic Representative Joseph
Crowly on June 26, 2018 in New York City. Ocasio-Cortez upset
Rep. Joseph Crowley in New York&#39;s 14th Congressional
District, which includes parts of the Bronx and Queens. (Photo by
Scott Heins/Getty Images)
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Politics Associated Press
Grim warnings for White House, Republicans ahead of election

WASHINGTON (AP) - The prognosis for President Donald Trump
and his party was grim.
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President Donald Trump Tweetstorm - The

Sunday Edition

It’s Sunday morning, time for coffee, a bagel, and

the morning news. President Donald Trump may

not be partaking of the first two, but he’s

definitely watching the news. The

Commander-in-Tweet gave a shout-out to Maria

Bartiromo of Fox’s  Sunday Morning Futures 

show on Fox for backing up his earlier tweet on

the Robert Mueller witch hunt. “This show is

MANDATORY watching if you want to understand

the massive governmental corruption and the

Russian hoax,” tweeted the…

Full Panel: Talk of prosecutors distracts from

'state of the country'

Yahoo View

Mueller’s strategy: Silence and subpoenas
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Woman accusing Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct comes forward

President Donald Trump's nomination of Brett

Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court was thrust into

turmoil Sunday after the woman accusing him of

high school-era sexual misconduct told her story

publicly for the first time. Democrats immediately

called for a delay in a key committee vote set for

this later week and a Republican on the closely

divided panel said he's "not comfortable" voting

on the nomination without first hearing from the

accuser. The woman, Christine Blasey Ford, told

The Washington Post in her first interview that

Kavanaugh pinned her to a bed at a Maryland

party they attended in the early 1980s, clumsily

tried to remove her clothing and put his hand over

her mouth when she tried to scream.
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China's Stocks Sink to Lowest Level Seen in $5

Trillion Crash

China’s sinking stock market reached an



unwelcome milestone, with the Shanghai

Composite Index closing at the lowest level since

2014, before a stock boom that turned into a $5

trillion bust. While it’s been a slower burn this

time round, the steady losses show that

sentiment toward Chinese equities hasn’t

recovered from the 2015-2016 crash. With

President Donald Trump telling aides to proceed

with additional tariffs on Chinese products, the

Chinese government is considering declining an

offer of talks, according to a Wall Street Journal

report, which cited officials with knowledge of

the discussions.

World AFP

US, Russia clash at UN over North Korea

sanctions

The United States on Monday accused Russia of

"cheating" on UN sanctions against North Korea

with plans for a railway project, oil transfers and

ongoing business dealings with Pyongyang.

Russia shot back and charged that Washington

was blocking steps to foster cooperation

between North and South Korea and using a UN

sanctions committee "as a select channel to

punish" North Korea.
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Pressure Mounts On Republicans To Postpone

Brett Kavanaugh Vote

WASHINGTON ¯ All 10 Democrats on the Senate

Judiciary Committee on Monday

U.S. ABC News

More than 4,300 homes damaged or destroyed by

Florence in New Bern, North Carolina

Many parts of the North Carolina coast are

grappling with the damage done by Florence over

the weekend. The city of New Bern, located about

240 miles east of Charlotte, was particularly hard

hit. "Our city has suffered obviously one of the

most devastating storms in its 308 year history,"

New Bern city manager Mark Stephens said at a

news conference Monday.

BusinessInvestopedia

What Does the SEC Suspension of Bitcoin

Investment Products Mean?



The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC) indicated early in September of 2018 that it

would halt trading in two investment products

which track the popular digital tokens bitcoin and

ethereum. The two products in question, the

Bitcoin Tracker One (CXBTF) and Ether Tracker

One (CETHF) are each exchange-traded notes

(ETNs) issued by XBT Provider AB, a Swedish

company and subsidiary of U.K.-based Coinshares

Holdings. According to a report by CCN, the SEC

cited "a lack of current, consistent and accurate

information" pertaining to the two ETNs as a

critical reason for its order to halt trading.

From Beverly Johnsonto Raquel Welch, these

1970s women remain influential today. See their

stories below, and check out how they all look.

WorldBloomberg

Russia, Turkey Tensions on Syria Persist as Putin

Meets Erdogan

Russia and Turkey remained at odds over a

threatened assault by Russian-backed

government forces on the last major rebel bastion



in Syria as President Recep Tayyip Erdogan and

Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin prepared to

meet in the Black Sea resort of Sochi. “The

situation with Idlib is acute,” President Putin’s

spokesman, Dmitry Peskov, said on Monday,

state media reported.
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Michael Moore Thinks Donald Trump Or 'One Of

His Minions' Wrote Anonymous NYT Op-Ed

Documentary filmmaker Michael Moore said he

believes President Donald Trump
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From left, Sens. Heidi Heitkamp, Claire McCaskill,

Joe Donnelly, Lisa Murkowski, Jeff Flake and

Susan Collins.
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Six senators to watch as Kavanaugh confirmation

fight heats up

Kavanaugh accuser attorney: Client believes

alleged incident was ‘attempted rape’

Politics

Kavanaugh accuser attorney: Client believes

alleged incident was ‘attempted rape’

Image: A car drives down a flooded road, on Sept.

16, 2018 in Leland, North Carolina

Mark Wilson / Getty Images

Hurricane Florence

Florence creates 'monumental disaster' as

flooding not over in Carolinas

"Some areas have not seen the worst of the

flooding yet," North Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper

warned.

Image: Brock Long Meet the Press
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FEMA administrator defends Trump on Puerto

Rico death toll study

North Carolina dam collapses due to Florence

floodwaters

Hallie Jackson

North Carolina dam collapses due to Florence

floodwaters
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The Texas Board of Education voted to remove

Hillary Clinton and Helen Keller from history

lessons.
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GOP FEELS THE HEAT ON KAVANAUGH

Pressure Mounts On Republicans To Postpone

Brett Kavanaugh Vote



By Igor Bobic

CONWAY: KAVANAUGH ACCUSER ‘SHOULD BE

HEARD’

Conway Says Christine Blasey Ford Should

‘Absolutely’ Testify Before The Senate

By Marina Fang

Kavanaugh’s Accuser

Willing To Testify Just

Days Before Nomination

Vote 

OPINION

Opinion | Trump’s Lesson For The GOP On Sexual

Assault? Deny, Deny, Deny.

By Kurt Bardella, Columnist

Republicans are following the president's

playbook in defending Brett Kavanaugh.
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    9/14

    U.S. industrial production up for third straight

month on strength in autos

    9/14

    Nio stock falls after trading halted for volatility

    9/14

    Dec. gold falls $1.40, or 0.1%, to $1,206.80/oz

    9/14

    Gold futures trade modestly lower, giving up

earlier gains

    9/14

    Companies with digital platforms, such as

Amazon and Tencent, will be unbeatable in the

future

    9/14

    Business inventories in the U.S. climb 0.6% in

July

    9/14

    Judge strikes down DeVos attempt to weaken

rule for scammed student-loan borrowers

    9/14

    Stocks edge back slightly after consumer



sentiment; S&P 500 momentarily turns negative

    9/14

    U.S. business inventories in July increase by

0.6%

    9/14

    ICE U.S. Dollar Index up 0.2% at 94.742

    9/14

    Dollar index holds gains after economic data

    9/14

    10-year yield at 3.003%; 2-year yield at 2.782%;

30-year yield at 3.142%

    9/14

    U.S. consumer sentiment rises to 100.8 in

September from 96.2

    9/14

    Treasury yields hold climb after consumer

sentiment

    9/14

    10-year Treasury note yield hits 3% for first

time in six weeks

    9/14

    Square stock rises after Deutsche Bank turns

more bullish

    9/14

    Allergan will buy neurotoxin company Bonti for

$195 mln

    9/14



    Apple target hiked to $300 at Monness after

iPhone event

    9/14

    S&P 500 flirts with record as gains in energy

and financials deliver an early lift to stocks

    9/14

    Macquarie analyst becomes the latest to cut

Micron target price

    9/14

    Why did CBS Chairman Les Moonves get such a

face-saving #MeToo exit, and others didn’t?

    9/14

    U.S. probes Danske Bank over money

laundering allegations involving Russia

    9/14

    Nasdaq Composite opens higher by 0.1%

    9/14

    Dow Jones Industrial Average advances 23

points

    9/14

    S&P 500 up by 0.1%

    9/14

    Stocks open flat to slightly higher; S&P 500

flirts with record

    9/14

    AMD stock gains after Argus hikes target to

$40



    9/14

    Nasdaq-100 climbs 0.2%

    9/14

    Dow futures gain 0.1%; S&P 500 advances

0.1%

    9/14

    Stock futures hold slight gains after industrial

production report

    9/14

    Dunkin' Brands shares down 1% in Friday

premarket trading

    9/14

    Calorie counting menus helps diners lose just 1

pound over 3 years, and other depressing facts

    9/14

    Dunkin' Brands downgraded to sector perform

from outperform at RBC Capital Markets

    9/14

    10-year yield at 2.996%; 2-year yield at 2.782%;

30-year yield at 3.133%

    9/14

    Treasury yields hold climb after industrial

production

    9/14

    ICE U.S. Dollar Index up 0.2% at 94.711

    9/14

    Dollar gauge holds gains after industrial



production, capacity utilization data

    9/14

    VF Corp. upgraded on strength of the Vans

brand

    9/14

    Pickup in U.S. auto production leads to 0.2%

gain in manufacturing output in August

    9/14

    U.S. industrial output up 0.4% in August. third

straight monthly gain

    9/14

    This elephant can teach us a lot about

retirement and aging

    9/14

    6 reasons why credit matters

    9/14

    7 easy ways to simplify life and save money

    9/14

    Genprex started at buy with $5 stock price

target at Maxim Group

    9/14

    Hurricane Florence will cause up to $5 billion

in property damage, CoreLogic says

    9/14

    Fed officials ‘singing the same tune’ on rosy

economic outlook, Evans says

    9/14



    Your Instagram account may be more secure

than many State Department emails

    9/14

    Valvoline's stock falls after J.P. Morgan turns

bearish on competition from Amazon

    9/14

    Koreas take unprecedented step for political

cooperation with new liaison office

    9/14

    Adobe target hiked to $315 at Jefferies after

earnings

    9/14

    VF Corp. shares up 1.5% in Friday premarket

trading

    9/14

    Vans parent VF Corp. upgraded to outperform

from market perform at Cowen, price target

raised to $106 from $96

    9/14

    Private equity firm Silver Lake invests $600

million in AMC

    9/14

    December gold up $2.50, or 0.2%, to $1,210.70

an ounce

    9/14

    Nasdaq-100 futures trade 0.3% higher

    9/14



    Gold futures slightly higher after economic

data

    9/14

    Stock-index futures edge back slightly from

modest gains after data

    9/14

    ICE U.S. Dollar Index little changed in negative

territory at 94.511

    9/14

    Dollar gauge pares modest gains after

economic data

    9/14

    10-year yield at 2.985%; 2-year yield at 2.769%;

30-year yield at 3.122%

    9/14

    Treasury yields trim climb after economic data

    9/14

    BOE's Carney: UK could lose 10% of jobs to

robots

    9/14

      U.S. import prices minus fuel drop 0.1% in

August

    9/14

    Decline in import prices biggest in 2 1/2 years

    9/14

    U.S. import prices sink 0.6 % in August

    9/14



    Retail sales minus gas decline 0.1% in August

    9/14

    Retail sales omitting autos rise 0.3% in August

    9/14

    U.S. retail sales rise 0.1% in August - below

forecast

    9/14

    PayPal stock gains after Raymond James

resumes coverage, sets higher price target

    9/14

    Adobe Systems stock price target raised to

$286 from $276 at KeyBanc Capital

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's shares rise after earnings

beat, guidance lifted

    9/14

    Masimo started at buy with $139 stock price

target at Needham

    9/14

    Manhattan Associates stock price target raised

to $69 from $55 at Benchmark

    9/14

    BioTelemetry stock price target raised to $66

from $57 at Raymond James

    9/14

    Red states love renewable energy, so why does

Trump bash it?



    9/14

    BioTelemetry stock price target raised to $66

from $57 at Raymond James

    9/14

    Axon Enterprise started at outperform with $79

stock price target at Raymond James

    9/14

    Stocks are pricey, but could keep climbing on

‘the Trump story,’ says Robert Shiller

    9/14

    AMD's stock bounces 3% premarket, after

falling 5.4% on Thursday

    9/14

    Anglo American fought 3 cyberattacks in past

year

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's stock rallies 1.7% premarket

after Q2 results

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's increased stock repurchase

program by $100 mln

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's initiates quarterly dividend of

15 cents a share

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's raises 2018 revenue guidance

to $1.23 bln-$1.26 bln from $1.20 bln-$1.24 bln



    9/14

    Dave & Buster's Q2 same-store sales down

2.4%; FactSet consensus down 2.6%

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's Q2 revenue $319.2 mln vs.

$280.8 mln; FactSet consensus $311.9 mln

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's Q2 FactSet EPS consensus 67

cents

    9/14

    Dave & Buster's Q2 EPS 84 cents vs. 71 cents a

year ago

    9/14

    Helmerich & Payne upgraded to neutral from

underweight at J.P. Morgan

    9/14

    Danske Bank shares down nearly 4% after

reports of U.S. money-laundering scheme

    9/14

    Valvoline downgraded to underweight from

neutral at J.P. Morgan

    9/14

    Groupon started at neutral with $4 stock price

target at Wedbush

    9/14

    GoDaddy started at neutral with $85 stock

price target at Wedbush



    9/14

    Zillow Group started at neutral with $45 stock

price target at Wedbush

    9/14

    Etsy started at neutral with $50 stock price

target at Wedbush

    9/14

    Yelp started at outperform with $60 stock price

target at Wedbush

    9/14

    Shopify started at outperform with $177 stock

price target at Wedbush

    9/14

    Wix.com started at outperform with $123 stock

price target at Wedbush

    9/14

    ANGI Homeservices started at outperform with

$26 stock price target at Wedbush

    9/14

    GrubHub started at outperform with $180 stock

price target at Wedbush

    9/14

    Whistleblower says Citi, Deutsche Bank

involved in transactions: WSJ

    9/14

    Danske Bank probe based on whistleblower

complaint: WSJ



    9/14

    U.S. probing Danske Bank money laundering

allegations: WSJ

    9/14

    Coca-Cola European Partners upgraded to

outperform from market perform at Wells Fargo

    9/14

    Navios ceases plan for IPO on Nasdaq

    9/14

    Here’s a gateway ETF to invest in the eventual

explosion of legal marijuana

    9/14

    Nikkei notches 7-month high as Asia markets

continue to rise

    9/14

    Nike's Colin Kaepernick ad shows the company

knows its customer and will boost sales, analyst

says

    9/14

    NiSource's stock tumbles after Massachusetts

gas explosions, to pullback from record close

    9/14

    H.B. Fuller to boost prices up to 10% after raw

materials cost increases, tariffs

    9/14

    Biotech Arvinas to offer 6.7 million shares in

IPO priced at $14 to $16 each



    9/14

    H.B. Fuller to raise prices 4%-10% for all

adhesives product categories

    9/14

    Biotech Arvinas sets IPO terms, to offer 6.7 mln

shares priced at $14 to $16 each

    9/14

    Tepper has been cutting his stock-market

holdings, says Wall Street in ‘late innings’

    9/14

    Qutoutiao prices IPO at $7 per ADS, raising $84

million

    9/14

    Qutoutiao prices IPO at $7 per ADS

    9/14

    How 3 powerhouse women are combating

sexism in the restaurant industry

    9/14

    How to talk about a past job you regret

    9/14

    Workers need to practice safe texts — or risk

getting fired

    9/14

    Ryanair nears agreement with Italy cabin crew

    9/14

    Bank of France reduces 2018 GDP growth

forecast



    9/14

    London Security warns on competitive market

    9/14

    Investec to spin off asset-management

business

    9/14

    French CAC 40 index up 0.5% to 5,351.78

    9/14

    German DAX 30 index opens up 0.4% to

12,009.35

    9/14

    FTSE 100 index opens up 0.4% to 7,308.81

    9/14

    J.D. Wetherspoon profit up 16%, but costs to

rise

    9/14

    Close Brothers sells retail-finance unit

    9/14

    AstraZeneca: FDA OKs drug for hairy cell

leukemia

    9/14

    SpaceX says first passenger has signed up for

a tour around the moon

    9/14

    BOE's Carney warns no-deal Brexit could

cripple U.K.: report

    9/14



    China factory investment slowest in 25 years

    9/13

    Gas explosions cause dozens of fires in

Massachusetts towns

    9/13

    Hurricane Florence is slowing but still

expected to hammer parts of eastern coastline

for days

    9/13

    Mixed signals on China's August business

activity

    9/13

    Cuomo beats Nixon in New York Democratic

primary

    9/13

    iHeartMedia buys podcaster Stuff Media for $55

million

    9/13

    Manafort nears plea deal with Mueller: report

    9/13

    iPhone XR creates some drama for Apple’s new

lineup

    9/13

    What items to pack in your ‘financial go-bag’

and the credit card perk consumers are losing

    9/13

    Pot stocks drop after report that Canadian



marijuana investors may be barred from U.S.

    9/13

    Just 3 mutual funds and Jack Bogle’s wisdom

may be all investors really need

    9/13

    These 4 called the last financial crisis. Here’s

what they see causing the next one

    9/13

    Sears stock higher as retailer narrows losses,

says more stores to close

    9/13

    Cryptos surge off lows, but don’t expect gains

to last, says analyst

    9/13

    Sears Holdings shares up 7% after Q2 earnings

    9/13

    Congress on track to avoid shutdown drama as

spending package passes

    9/13

    Trump punches back at Jamie Dimon, calling

the CEO of JPMorgan a ‘poor public speaker’ and

a ‘nervous mess’

    9/13

    Treasury yields see muted moves after inflation

report

    9/13

    All’s well as investing bubbles keep blowing



    9/13

    S&P 500 stretches winning streak to 4 days as

tech stocks rebound, trade jitters ease

    9/13

    Adobe stock ticks higher after earnings beat

    9/13

    Dow ends above 26,000 for first time in

September amid hope of easing U.S.-China trade

woes

    9/13

    Adobe shares rise 2% after earnings beat

    9/13

    Adobe Q3 adjusted EPS $1.73 vs $1.69 Street

view

    9/13

    Adobe Q3 revenue $2.29 bln vs $1.84 bln year

ago

    9/13

    Adobe Q3 EPS $1.34 vs 84c year ago

    9/13

    Bernanke, Geithner and Paulson ‘have invented

alternative history’ of Lehman collapse, professor

says

    9/13

    Nasdaq Composite Index climbs 0.7%

    9/13

    Dow Jones Industrial Average advances around



147 points

    9/13

    S&P 500 up by 0.5%

    9/13

    Stocks end higher as S&P clinches fourth

straight gain

    9/13

    Why it’s better to give restaurant workers the

minimum wage (than argue over tips)

    9/13

    Dollar drops to 2-week low after inflation data

    9/13

    Kavanaugh accused of decades-old sexual

misconduct in letter

    9/13

    Disney names Mastercard exec to board of

directors

    9/13

    Oil ends sharply lower as IEA pegs global

supplies at a record and Hurricane Florence

weakens

    9/13

    AMD's stock swings sharply lower, falls 5.7%

after being up as much as 6.0% earlier

    9/13

    Trump Today: President disputes Puerto Rico

hurricane death toll and blasts JPMorgan’s Dimon



    9/13

    Cirrus Logic stock sinks after Apple dongle

decision

    9/13

    Oct. WTI oil loses $1.78, or 2.5%, to settle at

$68.59/bbl on Nymex

    9/13

    Federal government’s August budget gap

nearly doubles

    9/13

    Another analyst has cut his Micron price target

    9/13

    Walmart’s Jet.com revamps its shopping

experience, announces Nike partnership

    9/13

    Starbucks aims for 10,000 'greener' stores by

2025 and $50 million in savings over a decade

    9/13

    Americans are eating out more because of the

strong economy — and they’re paying a premium

    9/13

    U.S. August budget deficit nearly doubles to

$214 billion

    9/13

    UPS unveils transformation plan to boost

earnings

    9/13



    Dec. gold settles at $1,208.20/oz, down $2.70,

or 0.2%

    9/13

    Nvidia outlines how the company will grow for

the next 10 years

    9/13

    European stocks end lower as central banks

grab spotlight

    9/13

    Volkswagen of America to end Beetle

production

    9/13

    Kate Moss retracts infamous body-shaming

mantra ‘nothing tastes as good as skinny feels’

    9/13

    U.S. sanctions Russian and Chinese tech firms

it says are North Korean front companies

    9/13

    Tilray stock hits more new highs after deal to

ship pot to Germany

    9/13

    Teenagers say Facebook and Instagram make

them feel more popular

    9/13

    How NPR is working to change its culture in

the wake of a harassment scandal

    9/13



    Who really creates value in an economy? The

billionaires, or us?

    9/13

    Consumers are gradually losing this credit card

perk

    9/13

    This warning light indicates consumer

sentiment could soon sour

    9/13

    Political commentary replaces swimsuit

competition at Miss America pageant

    9/13

    The story of the bull market, in four charts

    9/13

    Facebook will start fact-checking memes

    9/13

    Why would anybody buy the iPhone XS?

    9/13

    Goldman Sachs to replace its CFO: WSJ

    9/13

    Take your dream trip—even if you have to go

solo

    9/13

    When it comes to losing weight, timing could

be key

    9/13

    Make your retirement money last when the



downturn comes

    9/13

    Do you really know what it takes to retire

early?

    9/13

    5 reasons to grab the middle seat on a flight.

Seriously.

    9/13

    The regulator, the whistleblower and the CEO:

Key housing players reflect on the financial crisis

10 years later

    9/13

    Charting a successful technical test: S&P 500

rallies from major support

    9/13

    Sears' stock has declined an ave. 7.4% the day

of the past three earnings reports

    9/13

    Why trip insurance may not help if Hurricane

Florence ruins your cruise vacation

    9/13

    Americans owe more money than ever, but no,

they are not being crushed by debt

    9/13

    Consumer inflation climbs again in August, CPI

shows, but pace of increase slows

    9/13



    Chinese Tesla's Nio shares rally 35%

    9/13

    IRhythm stock price target raised to $100 from

$93 at Canaccord Genuity

    9/13

    Qualcomm stock price target raised to $82

from $70 at CFRA

    9/13

    Kroger stock price target raised to $34 from

$31 at CFRA

    9/13

    New York replaces London as top global

financial center and Brexit’s to blame: survey

    9/13

    ECB’s Draghi delivers an ever-so-slightly

hawkish performance

    9/13

    Dec. gold trades down $3.20, or 0.3%, at

$1,207.70/oz

    9/13

    Gold futures turn lower on Comex after tapping

a high of $1,218/oz

    9/13

    Apple introduces three new iPhones and Apple

Watch Series 4: Live blog recap

    9/13

    Tobacco stocks mark their biggest gains in



years as the FDA weighs flavored e-cigarette ban

    9/13

    Social Security’s COLA increase is partially

based on this data point you’ve probably never

heard of

    9/13

    EIA report shows a weekly rise of 69 billion

cubic feet in U.S. natural-gas supplies

    9/13

    Oct. natural gas at $2.836/mln Btus vs. $2.848

before supply data

    9/13

    EIA reports weekly rise of 69 billion cubic feet

in U.S. natural-gas supplies

    9/13

    Trump says U.S. under no pressure to make

trade deal with China

    9/13

    CBS board and management shake-up is a

clear benefit for shareholders, analyst says

    9/13

    How Kavanaugh explains his baseball ticket

debt | Trump’s FEMA chief under investigation

over use of official cars

    9/13

    Thomson Reuters upgraded to overweight at

Morgan Stanley



    9/13

    Fitbit's problems aren't just Apple competition,

says Morgan Stanley

    9/13

    GM recalls 1 mln trucks and SUVs for crash

risk related to power-steering loss: WSJ

    9/13

    Here’s how stocks perform as hurricanes bear

down

    9/13

    U.S. stocks open higher, S&P 500 on track to

mark 4-session win streak

    9/13

    Kroger sales fall short, driving stock down

    9/13

    Draghi concludes ECB news conference

    9/13

    Draghi: ECB expects slightly lower oil prices

but significantly stronger core inflation

    9/13

    Finisar, Ciena stocks fall on Morgan Stanley

downgrades

    9/13

    Etsy stock falls after company says COO

stepping down, won't be replaced

    9/13

    UPS expects to further penetrate health care,



life sciences logistics market

    9/13

    UPS to expand B2B and B2C e-commerce

    9/13

    UPS expects to boost adj. EPS by $1.00 to

$1.20 by 2022 through savings program

    9/13

    Etsy COO Linda Kozlowski to leave co. at end

of the year

    9/13

    Draghi: Upside risks include fiscal policies,

underlying economic strength

    9/13

    Draghi: There are also 'upside risks' to

eurozone outlook

    9/13

    There’s now a $1,000 gulf between Apple’s

cheapest and most expensive iPhones

    9/13

    AMD stock gains after FBN initiates at

outperform with a $40 target

    9/13

    Draghi: Rising protectionism is 'the major

source of uncertainty' for global economy

    9/13

    Texas Roadhouse downgraded to neutral from

buy at BTIG



    9/13

    Draghi: Spillovers from Turkey, Argentina woes

so far 'not substantial'

    9/13

    Weight Watchers started at equal weight with

$76 stock price target at Morgan Stanley

    9/13

    ECB staff leave inflation forecast unchanged at

1.7% for 2018, 2019 and 2020

    9/13

    Walmart to acquire delivery company

Cornershop in Mexico and Chile for $225 million

    9/13

    ECB staff see 2019 eurozone GDP growth of

1.8% vs. previous forecast of 1.9%

    9/13

    ECB staff see 2018 eurozone GDP growth of 2%

versus previous forecast of 2.1%

    9/13

    10-year German bond yield at 0.411%

    9/13

    German bond yields turn lower as Draghi press

conference gets underway

    9/13

    Draghi: Risks to euro area growth outlook

remain 'broadly balanced'

    9/13



    Apple target lifted to $260 at Needham after

iPhone event

    9/13

    ECB's Draghi: Economic data confirm

broad-based growth of eurozone economy

    9/13

    December gold gains 0.2% at $1,212.80/oz.

    9/13

    Gold prices tick up after economic reports

    9/13

    ICE U.S. Dollar Index little changed in negative

territory at 94.794

    9/13

    Dollar turns negative after inflation data,

jobless claims

    9/13

    10-year yield at 2.963%; 2-year yield at 2.744%;

30-year yield at 3.110%

    9/13

    Treasury yields turn lower after August CPI

    9/13

    Walmart to acquire Cornershop in Mexico and

Chile for $225 mln

    9/13

    Four-week jobless claims average drops 2,000

to 208,000

    9/13



    U.S. initial jobless claims fall 1,000 to 204,000

    9/13

    Inflation-adjusted hourly U.S. wages edge up

0.1%

    9/13

    12-month increase in core CPI tapers to 2.2%

from 2.4%

    9/13

    CPI increase in past 12 months slows to 2.7%

from 2.9%

    9/13

    Core CPI, minus food and energy, rises 0.1%

    9/13

    U.S. consumer price index advances 0.2% in

August

    9/13

    Brady profit climbs 40% to top estimates

    9/13

    General Electric selling unit from aviation divisi

    9/13

    IRhythm's stock selloff unwarranted as Apple

Watch not a threat, analyst says

    9/13

    Snap stock upgraded by Pivotal Research

    9/13

    Here’s why stock investors shouldn’t fret the

prospect of a government shutdown



    9/13

    Chinese app Meituan, backed by Tencent,

raises $4.2 billion in IPO

    9/13

    Target to hire 120,000 seasonal workers, 20%

more than last year

    9/13

    Methanex stock price target raised to $90 from

$72 at Raymond James

    9/13

    Methanex upgraded to outperform from market

perform at Raymond James

    9/13

    Mimecast upgraded to buy from neutral at

Monness Crespi Hardt

    9/13

    Impinj's stock rockets after internal audit

completed, upbeat results and outlook

    9/13

    Intel stock gains after Northland Capital ends

bearish call

    9/13

    Target raising the number of 2018 seasonal

hires by 20% to 120,000

    9/13

    Pivotal Software stock plunges 27% after

billings miss



    9/13

    Impinj's stock rockets 42% premarket after

internal audit completed and Q2 results

    9/13

    European Central Bank leaves monetary policy

unchanged

    9/13

    Nasdaq-100 gains 0.4%

    9/13

    Dow up 0.3%; S&P 500 advances 0.3%

    9/13

    U.S. stock index futures hold modest gains

after ECB rate decision

    9/13

    The 10-year Treasury yield at 2.977%

    9/13

    Euro holds in modestly positive territory after

ECB decision, buys $1.1631

    9/13

    ECB repeats plan to wind down and complete

monthly bond purchases in December

    9/13

    December gold trades at $1,210.70/oz.

    9/13

    Gold edges slightly lower after ECB policy

update

    9/13



    10-year German bond yield at 0.417%

    9/13

    German bond yields hold steady after European

Central Bank decision

    9/13

    ECB repeats rates expected to stay at present

levels at least through summer 2019

    9/13

    Fred's stock plunges 24% premarket after Q2

results

    9/13

    European Central Bank leaves interest rates

unchanged

    9/13

    Acorda shares slide 19% premarket after FDA

delays review of Parkinson's treatment

    9/13

    Kroger's stock drops after earnings beat, but

sales come up short

    9/13

    Kroger's stock drops 5.6% premarket after Q2

results

    9/13

    Acorda shares slide 17% premarket

    9/13

    Acorda says FDA has extended review period

for Parkinson's disease treatment



    9/13

    Kroger sees 2018 same-store sales up

2.0%-2.5%; FactSet consensus up 2.0%

    9/13

    Kroger affirmed 2018 adj. EPS outlook

$2.00-$2.15

    9/13

    Kroger Q2 same-store sales up 1.6%; FactSet

consensus up 1.8%

    9/13

    Kroger Q2 sales $27.87 bln vs. $27.60 bln;

FactSet consensus $27.93 bln

    9/13

    Kroger Q2 adj. EPS 41 cents; FactSet

consensus 38 cents

    9/13

    Kroger Q2 EPS 62 cents vs. 39 cents a year ago

    9/13

    Turkish lira rallies after central bank lifts rates

    9/13

    Lamar Advertising started at outperform with

$93 stock price target at Imperial Capital

    9/13

    Outfront Media started at in line with $22 stock

price target at Imperial Capital

    9/13

    Aldeyra Therapeutics started at buy with $12



stock fair value estimate at Janney

    9/13

    Concert Pharmaceuticals started at neutral

with $17 stock fair value estimate at Janney

    9/13

    Micron stock price target cut to $63 from $77

at MKM Partners

    9/13

    Aquestive Therapeutics started at outperform

with $33 stock price target at Wedbush

    9/13

    Sell Tesla and buy GM — seriously

    9/13

    This innovative $7,000 ‘indoor farm’ may

change how America eats forever

    9/13

    Bank of England leaves rates on hold, sees

risks for global growth

    9/13

    ObsEva started at overweight with $29 stock

price target at J.P. Morgan

    9/13

    Myovant Sciences started at overweight with

$39 stock price target at J.P. Morgan

    9/13

    NanoString stock price target raised to $20

from $17 at J.P. Morgan



    9/13

    DaVita upgraded to neutral from underweight

at J.P. Morgan

    9/13

    Asian stock markets recover, led by Japan and

Hong Kong

    9/13

    The next financial crisis ‘will be more severe’

socially and politically, says billionaire investor

Dalio

    9/13

    SurveyMonkey IPO: 5 things to know about the

survey software maker

    9/13

    Steel pipe maker Zekelman files for IPO: Here

are 5 things to know

    9/13

    Dollar buys 6.0257 lira, down 5%

    9/13

    Turkish lira rallies after rate hike

    9/13

    Navient sets new $500 million stock buyback

program

    9/13

    10-year U.K. bond yield up 1.2 basis points to

1.499%

    9/13



    December gold edges slightly higher at

$1,211.20/oz.

    9/13

    Gold tips slightly higher after the Bank of

England leaves rates unchanged, but Turkey

hikes

    9/13

    Turkish central bank hikes one-week repo rate

from 17.75% to 24%

    9/13

    British bonds extend rise after Bank of England

keeps rates unchanged

    9/13

    Sterling buys $1.3058, up 0.1%

    9/13

    Bank of England leaves key interest rates

unchanged

    9/13

    HollyFrontier sets $1 billion buyback program,

representing up to 8% of shares outstanding

    9/13

    Fred's same-store sales fall 3.5%, loss widens

    9/13

    Qualcomm sets $16 billion accelerated stock

repurchase program

    9/13

    SurveyMonkey to offer 13.5 million shares in



planned IPO, priced at $9 to $11 each

    9/13

    SurveyMonkey sets IPO terms; to offer 13.5 mln

shares priced at $9 to $11 each

    9/13

    Qualcomm enters into $16 bln accelerated

share buyback program

    9/13

    HollyFrontier sets $1 bln stock repurchase

program

    9/13

    IEA report shows supply surge among OPEC

members

    9/12

    On The Clock: What is cryptojacking?

    9/12

    Everything Apple just announced at its iPhone

event

    9/12

    Bitcoin dominance at 9-month high amid broad

‘altcoin’ slump

    9/12

    Fitness bike maker Peloton accuses rival

Flywheel of stealing its technology

    9/12

    Progenics stock falls on missed study endpoint

    9/12



    Stock market logs mostly muted gain as tech

lags in choppy session

    9/12

    EU Parliament denounces Hungary as

‘systemic threat to the rule of law’

    9/12

    Pivotal Software's stock drops after quarterly

results

    9/12

    SEC says short seller spread untrue claims

about Ligand Pharamceuticals

    9/12

    Upstart IEX exchange, of ‘Flash Boys’ fame,

wins its first listing

    9/12

    Pivotal Software shares fall 11% even as

results, outlook top Street view

    9/12

    Pivotal Software adjusted per-share loss 6c vs

Street's 9c view

    9/12

    Pivotal Software Q2 revenue $164.4 mln vs

$126 mln year ago

    9/12

    Pivotal Software Q2 per-share loss 14c vs 52c

loss year ago

    9/12



    Tim Armstrong will leave Verizon’s Oath at

year’s end

    9/12

    Treasurys see past supply test as traders look

ahead to consumer inflation data

    9/12

    Fed’s Brainard says an inverted yield curve

won’t get in way of rate hikes

    9/12

    Dow industrials end around 27 points higher, up

0.1%

    9/12

    S&P 500 ends less than 0.1% higher, Nasdaq

Composite off 0.2%

    9/12

    Stocks post mixed finish amid weak tech,

financial sectors

    9/12

    Fed’s Beige Book finds pockets of weaker

growth

    9/12

    Bank ‘living wills’ won’t save financial system

from a panic, Bernanke and Geithner agree

    9/12

    American Dream wasn’t always about housing,

former Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson says

    9/12



    Trump Today: President touts readiness for

Hurricane Florence and calls Puerto Rico

response ‘unappreciated’

    9/12

    United Technologies charged by SEC with

making illicit payments to foreign officials

    9/12

    Intel’s stock falls into first bear market in over

2 years

    9/12

    Relief rally for Italian bonds overlooks potential

budget snags, say analysts

    9/12

    Oil rallies as drop in U.S. crude supplies,

hurricane fears lift U.S. prices past $70

    9/12

    Micron leads memory stocks lower after

Goldman downgrades on fear of downturn

    9/12

    S&P 500 also edges higher, up less than a point

to 2,888

    9/12

    Everything Apple just announced at its iPhone

event

    9/12

    Tilray is the sole bright spot among cannabis

stocks as sector sells off



    9/12

    Dollar drops on Nafta, China trade

developments

    9/12

    U.S. households are still scarred by the

financial crisis, new report suggests

    9/12

    S&P 500 off a point to 2,886, Nasdaq down 30

points, or 0.4%, to 7,941

    9/12

    Dow industrials rise 3 points to 25,974

    9/12

    Dow flirts with positive territory with about an

hour left in trading

    9/12

    Americans’ fascination with ‘mortgage rates:’ a

tour through financial market history

    9/12

    This new Apple Watch feature could be

‘game-changing’ for women’s health

    9/12

    Small-business owners credit Trump economic

policies for record optimism

    9/12

    Hurricane Florence could dump feet not inches

of rainfall over Carolinas and Virginia

    9/12



    WTI oil futures log highest settlement since

July

    9/12

    Oct. WTI oil gains $1.12, or 1.6%, to settle at

$70.37/bbl

    9/12

    SEC has to embrace risk, says Commissioner

Peirce

    9/12

    Gold climbs to highest finish in 2 weeks

    9/12

    Nio's stock turns higher, rallies 6.6% above IPO

price after falling as much as 15% earlier

    9/12

    Activist investors urge E.L.F. Beauty to

consider alternatives, including a sale of the

company

    9/12

    Turkey central bank’s next move is anyone’s

guess — and that leaves lira vulnerable

    9/12

    Fitbit stock sinks upon announcement of Apple

Watch Series 4

    9/12

    Dec. gold at $1,213.30/oz in electronic trade vs.

$1,210.90 Comex settlement

    9/12



    Gold climbs from settlement price after Fed

Beige Book release

    9/12

    Corn prices down nearly 4% as USDA forecasts

second-largest crop on record

    9/12

    Beige Book finds 'some signs of deceleration'

in prices of final goods and services

    9/12

    Beige Book finds trade concerns and worker

shortages are prompting projects to be delayed

    9/12

    Fed's Beige Book: 3 of 12 districts report

weaker growth

    9/12

    Tiffany & Co. upgraded as initiatives and

demand gain momentum

    9/12

    Apple unveils iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max

    9/12

    Gold futures mark highest finish since Aug. 29

    9/12

    Dec. gold settles at $1,210.90/oz, up $8.70, or

0.7%

    9/12

    Apple announced Apple Watch Series 4 with

40-mm and 44-mm sizes



    9/12

    It’s official: People are now more miserable

than at any point on record

    9/12

    Mobile drives 60% of e-commerce traffic:

Salesforce

    9/12

    One million more people watched Serena

Williams’ match than the men’s match

    9/12

    Social Security is the government’s best

anti-poverty program

    9/12

    Trump signed order authorizing sanctions

against foreigners for election meddling: Bolton

    9/12

    SEC charges broker with "cherry-picking" trade

winners for himself

    9/12

    Nio's stock trades little change, erasing earlier

loss of as much as 15%

    9/12

    Apple's stock swings to losses, falls 1.1% after

being up as much as 0.5% at the intraday high

    9/12

    Your crypto ‘stable coin’ isn’t tethered to

anything



    9/12

    This breakthrough in a type of photosynthesis

could provide the world with unlimited energy

    9/12

    Boeing's stock jump gives the Dow a 59-point

boost

    9/12

    General Motors stock price target cut to $35

from $43 at CFRA

    9/12

    General Motors downgraded to hold from

strong buy at CFRA

    9/12

    Don’t expect big stock gains for several years,

Morgan Stanley warns

    9/12

    S&P 500 slips into negative territory, down 3

points to 2,884

    9/12

    U.S. proposing new round of trade talks with

China: WSJ

    9/12

    S&P 500 rallies from the breakout point,

Nasdaq holds key trendline

    9/12

    Fed should pay more attention to market

signals with next rate moves: Bullard



    9/12

    Florence could mean $170 billion of property

damage, CoreLogic says

    9/12

    Apple shares off 0.7% to trade at $222.29

ahead of event

    9/12

    Nasdaq slides 32 points, or 0.4%, to 7,940

    9/12

    Dow industrials gain 96 points, or 0.4%, to

26,070

    9/12

    S&P 500 up 2 points, or 0.1%, to 2,890

    9/12

    S&P 500 joins Dow in positive territory while

Nasdaq still in red

    9/12

    Amazon expands Prime Now grocery delivery

from Whole Foods in 10 new cities

    9/12

    Citigroup's stock surges to buck bank-sector

selloff after upbeat outlook

    9/12

    What ‘the most important chart in the world’

says about stocks going forward

    9/12

    The 10 commandments of retirement



    9/12

    Advice from 5 people who are conquering a

mountain of student loans

    9/12

    How I live in New York City on 24k a year

    9/12

    Nov. Brent crude up $1, or 1.3%, at $80.06/bbl

    9/12

    Front-month Brent crude tops $80/bbl for first

time since 2014

    9/12

    China’s Tesla IPO: 5 things to know about Nio

    9/12

    Tesla rival Nio's stock debuts with a selloff,

opening 4.2% below its IPO price

    9/12

    Nike upgraded in face of Colin Kaepernick

advertising controversy

    9/12

    Nio's stock debuts on NYSE, falls 10% in

morning trade

    9/12

    EIA reports a more than 5 million-barrel weekly

decline in U.S. crude supplies

    9/12

    U.S. stocks fall to session lows, Nasdaq down

more than 1.1%



    9/12

    Oct. WTI crude trades at $70.54/bbl vs. $70.36

before supply data

    9/12

    U.S. distillate stockpiles climb by 6.2 million

barrels: EIA

    9/12

    U.S. gasoline supplies up 1.3 million barrels:

EIA

    9/12

    U.S. crude-oil inventories down 5.3 million

barrels last week: EIA

    9/12

    Tobacco makers' stocks rally as FDA considers

banning all flavored e-cigarettes

    9/12

    Southwest Airlines stock price target raised to

$68 from $66 at Cowen & Co

    9/12

    FDA chief considers banning all flavored

e-cigarettes

    9/12

    Stanley Black & Decker shares rise after $234

million lawn care stake

    9/12

    AT&T CEO calls Netflix 'the Walmart' of

subscription video, HBO the 'Tiffany'



    9/12

    Retirees across America are facing a fiscal

crisis as Social Security weakens

    9/12

    Heed the early-warning signal in 11 popular

tech stocks’ money flows

    9/12

    Mastercard partners with Microsoft in an

attempt to boost services offerings

    9/12

    Is a taxi or Uber driver more likely to rip you off

on the way to the airport?

    9/12

    Apple event: Biggest mystery is price of the

new iPhones

    9/12

    Wholesale inflation falls for first time in 18

months, PPI shows

    9/12

    Chevron's stock surges 1.5% to pace Dow

gainers, as crude oil prices jump

    9/12

    Multiemployer pension plans can’t cut their

way to solvency

    9/12

    Senate committee to hold consumer privacy

hearing with Google, Amazon execs



    9/12

    Intel's stock falls 1.1% to pace Dow decliners,

hits 7-mo. low

    9/12

    Wabco's stock falls 6.7%, pares earlier loss of

as much as 11% to 19-mo. low

    9/12

    Nearly 600 Russia-linked accounts tweeted

about Obamacare

    9/12

    Dow industrials up 18.48 points, or 0.1%, at

25,989.54

    9/12

    Nasdaq Composite off 0.2% at 7,952.28

    9/12

    S&P 500 down less than 0.1% at 2,886.60

    9/12

    Case for dollar bulls intact ahead of central

bank meetings

    9/12

    Stocks open flat as trade concerns linger

    9/12

    All the ways Gen X is financially wrecked

    9/12

    Apple event will be about more than just the

new iPhones

    9/12



    Wabco's stock falls 4.5% premarket after

downbeat profit outlook

    9/12

    Wabco stock price target cut to $129 from

$140 at Baird

    9/12

    Hulu inks multi-year deal with Discovery,

bringing five networks to its virtual pay-TV

service

    9/12

    Wabco downgraded to neutral from outperform

at Baird

    9/12

    Alcoa's stock rallies after B. Riley FBR analyst

turns bullish

    9/12

    Trump to OK sanctions against foreigners who

interfere in U.S. elections

    9/12

    Lam Research stock falls after Goldman

downgrades on expectation for 'broad-based

correction' in memory spending

    9/12

    Dover stock price target raised to $91 from $86

at UBS

    9/12

    Wynn Resorts stock price target cut to $153



from $165 at UBS

    9/12

    Alcoa stock price target raised to $50 from $48

at B. Riley FBR

    9/12

    Alcoa upgraded to buy from neutral at B. Riley

FBR

    9/12

    Here’s how Apple’s stock performs around

iPhone launch events

    9/12

    Micron stock sinks after Goldman Sachs

downgrade

    9/12

    Mitch McConnell likens close Senate races to

‘a knife fight in an alley’

    9/12

    Here’s what J.P. Morgan says could cause the

next financial crisis

    9/12

    Foamix stock surges 30% on positive

late-stage results for acne medication

    9/12

    U.S. stock-index futures hold near flat levels

after data

    9/12

    December gold trades 0.2% lower at



$1,200.20/oz.

    9/12

    Gold pares modest decline after inflation report

    9/12

    10-year yield at 2.961%; 2-year yield at 2.740%;

30-year yield at 3.103%

    9/12

    ICE U.S. Dollar Index down 0.1% at 95.146

    9/12

    Dollar index extends modest losses after PPI

data

    9/12

    Treasury yields extend decline after wholesale

prices

    9/12

    Yearly rate of core PPI advances to 2.9% from

2.8%

    9/12

    12-month rate of PPI drops to 2.8% from 3.3%

    9/12

    Core PPI, minus food, energy & trade, rises

0.1%

    9/12

    Producer price index falls 0.1% in August

    9/12

    U.S. budget deficit widens to fifth-highest ever,

CBO reports



    9/12

    Hudson's Bay revenue and same-store sales

fall

    9/12

    Macy's to hire 80,000 employees for the

holidays, matching last year's plan

    9/12

    FedEx to expand ground operations to six days

a week to meet growing e-commerce demand

    9/12

    More approve of Mueller than Trump in new poll

| George W. Bush to fundraise for Republican

candidates

    9/12

    FedEx to expand ground U.S. operations to 6

days a week

    9/12

    Macy's seasonal hiring plan matches last

year's plan

    9/12

    Macy's to hire 80,000 seasonal workers

    9/12

    Alibaba stock price target cut to $270 from

$280 at MKM Partners

    9/12

    NXP stock falls after Stifel downgrades to sell

    9/12



    Here’s why one analyst just made a ‘rare’ call

to buy some gold

    9/12

    Hostess Brands stock price target cut to $13

from $15 at J.P. Morgan

    9/12

    Cat-4 Hurricane Florence remains on target,

forcing evacuations in Carolinas, Virginia

    9/12

    Twilio stock price target raised to $108 from

$85 at Monness Crespi Hardt

    9/12

    Power Integrations stock price target cut to

$75 from $85 at Stifel Nicolaus

    9/12

    NXP Semiconductors stock price target cut to

$84 from $99 at Stifel Nicolaus

    9/12

    Maxim Integrated Products stock price target

cut to $65 from $75 at Stifel Nicolaus

    9/12

    CORRECT: Maxim Integrated Products

downgraded to hold from buy at Stifel Nicolaus

    9/12

    Power Integrations downgraded to hold from

buy at Stifel Nicolaus

    9/12



    NXP Semiconductors downgraded to sell from

hold at Stifel Nicolaus

    9/12

    Macom Technology downgraded to sell from

hold at Stifel Nicolaus

    9/12

    Pandora target price hiked to $13 at Needham

    9/12

    Tesla rival Nio to go public after pricing IPO at

low end of expectations

    9/12

    Aurora Cannabis acquires Europe's biggest

hemp producer Agropro for EUR5.3 mln in cash

    9/12

    Snap stock falls after BTIG cuts to sell

    9/12

    Here’s how Apple’s stock performs around

iPhone launch events

    9/12

    OPEC sees oil output boost ahead of Iran

sanctions

    9/12

    Snap stock sinks after Jefferies says user

trends aren't encouraging

    9/12

    Southwest Airlines traffic up 1.3% in August

    9/12



    Zara's upbeat outlook eases competition

worries

    9/12

    Bausch Health stock soars 8.6% premarket on

news of patent settlement

    9/12

    Prudential CEO to retire after 10 years in the

role

    9/12

    Bausch Health shares soar 8.6% premarket

    9/12

    Bausch Health announces resolution of IP

litigation with Actavis acknowledging Xifaxan

patent

    9/12

    12 etiquette gaffes even worse than Cynthia’s

Nixon’s disgusting bagel order

    9/12

    Prudential names current COO Charles Lowrey

as its next CEO

    9/12

    Prudential Financial CEO John Strangfeld to

retire after 10 years in the role

    9/12

    Wabco sees 2018 earnings at lower half of

guidance as 'geopolitical dynamics' intensify

    9/12



    Royal Bank of Scotland may do share buybacks

    9/12

    Wabco sees 2018 EPS to be in lower half of

previous guidance range

    9/12

    Nielsen expands review to assess potential

sale of the company, shares rally

    9/12

    Vital Therapies shares slide 86% after biotech

says it will scrap treatment for liver failure

    9/12

    Nielsen expands strategic review to include

whether to continue as a independent public

company

    9/12

    How to avoid injuries as you age

    9/12

    An overlooked element of the financial crisis:

To err is human

    9/12

    Here’s how golden parachutes began — and

what it would mean for Les Moonves to exit CBS

without one

    9/12

    European stocks rise, led by surge for biotech

Galapagos

    9/12



    Suicide bomber in Afghanistan kills at least 68

    9/12

    Hermes reports profit growth, backs outlook

    9/12

    SSE shares fall 9% after profit warning

    9/12

    France's CAC 40 advances 0.3% to 5,297.09

    9/12

    U.K.'s FTSE 100 gains 0.1% to 7,277.23

    9/12

    U.K.'s FTSE 100 gains 0.1% to 7,277.23

    9/12

    Stoxx Europe 600 rises 0.1% at the open to

375.67

    9/11

    Asian markets extend slump as Hong Kong

stocks sink toward new 14-month low

    9/11

    Hong Kong firm’s $9 billion bid for Australian

pipeline operator clears antitrust hurdle

    9/11

    Amazon to sell live, full-sized Christmas trees

online

    9/11

    FCC pauses its review of T-Mobile, Sprint

merger

    9/11



    E.l.f. Beauty urged to sell or revamp by activist

investor Marathon Partners

    9/11

    Apple and other tech companies sound the

alarm on Trump’s China tariff plans

    9/11

    EPA announces plan to roll back regulations on

methane emissions

    9/11

    Why the executive exodus at Snap could

actually be a positive

    9/11

    Sonos stock suffers biggest drop yet after

post-IPO earnings report

    9/11

    Trump said to favor Emmet Flood to be new

White House counsel

    9/11

    Verizon to launch 5G service in four cities in

October

    9/11

    When private equity firms buy colleges,

students often pay more

    9/11

    WellCare Health Plans to be added to S&P 500

    9/11

    This is what millennials care about when they



invest

    9/11

    5 things about a U.S.-China trade war that

might surprise investors

    9/11

    Finra accuses broker of fraud over

cannabis-focused cryptocurrency security

    9/11

    This is what millennials care about when they

invest and should you eat at a restaurant if you

can’t afford to tip 20%

    9/11

    Bitcoin holds support at $6,000, but pressure

mounts on broader market

    9/11

    API data reportedly show a hefty decline in last

week's U.S. crude supplies

    9/11

    U.S. job openings climb to record 6.9 million

    9/11

    T-Mobile, Sprint review timeline delayed by

FCC on new info

    9/11

    Oct. WTI oil at $69.85/bbl in electronic trade vs.

$69.25 Nymex settlement

    9/11

    WTI oil higher in electronic trade; API data



reportedly show hefty U.S. supply drop

    9/11

    Stock market closes higher as energy, telecom

sectors lead

    9/11

    Drug succeeds in arthritis study, Gilead stock

jumps

    9/11

    AMD’s stock tops $30 for first time in more

than 12 years while chips slip on memory woes

    9/11

    New York & Co. to change its name, launch

new brands

    9/11

    3-year Treasury yield highest since 2007 after

bonds struggle against supply test

    9/11

    Trump Today: President marks 9/11

anniversary, hails Puerto Rico response

    9/11

    Stocks end higher as tech shares rebound

    9/11

    Dow industrials end around 114 points higher,

up 0.4%

    9/11

    S&P 500 ends 0.4% higher, while Nasdaq rises

0.6%



    9/11

    Stocks end higher as tech rebound helps pace

gains

    9/11

    AMD's stock closes above $30 for first time in

more than 12 years

    9/11

    Trump says he thinks trade deal with Canada

'coming along very well'

    9/11

    U.S. now believes Russia is behind ‘sonic

attack’ on 26 embassy personnel in Cuba

    9/11

    Oil rallies as hurricane threatens fuel supply

flow and EIA cuts crude output forecast

    9/11

    U.S. dollar inches higher, as Aussie trades at

lowest since early 2016

    9/11

    Government has less power now to thwart next

financial crisis, says former Fed official

    9/11

    Francesca's shares plummet 32% as

executives say it will take time to get customers

back

    9/11

    Microsoft plans 'massive' investment in



Canada, including over 500 new jobs and HQ

relocation

    9/11

    If your boss has sexually harassed or bullied

you, can you really trust HR?

    9/11

    U.S. oil benchmark prices rally to highest finish

in a week

    9/11

    U.S. oil benchmark prices mark highest finish

in a week

    9/11

    Oct. WTI oil climbs $1.71, or 2.5%, to settle at

$69.25/bbl

    9/11

    Resist the urge to sell if another 9/11-scale

attack sinks the stock market

    9/11

    PayPal COO says latest free feature is a

‘meaningful differentiator’

    9/11

    Here’s how stocks perform around midterms, in

one chart

    9/11

    Gold shakes off earlier weakness to notch first

gain in 3 sessions

    9/11



    Here’s how to spot the next financial crisis

    9/11

    Dec. gold settles at $1,202.20/oz, up $2.40, or

0.2%

    9/11

    Tesla Model 3 production tracker tops 90,000,

but weekly rate lower than expected

    9/11

    Core-Mark downgraded to neutral from buy at

Sidoti & Co.

    9/11

    Wingstop downgraded to neutral from buy at

Goldman Sachs

    9/11

    Bloomin' Brands upgraded to neutral from sell

at Goldman Sachs

    9/11

    Darden Restaurants upgraded to buy from

neutral at Goldman Sachs

    9/11

    Here’s what Twitter data say about the Nike

boycott

    9/11

    Charting a bullish September backdrop: S&P

500, Nasdaq maintain major support

    9/11

    Still have questions about Equifax one year



later? We have the answers

    9/11

    Inflation is a bummer. Here’s how to protect

your savings

    9/11

    Europe stocks end mostly lower amid trade

worries

    9/11

    Dec. gold tacks on $1.30, or 0.1%, to

$1,201.10/oz after a low at $1,192.70

    9/11

    Gold futures turn slightly higher as U.S. dollar

trades closer to session lows

    9/11

    Fund calling itself 'first regulated crypto asset

fund' was unregistered, SEC finds

    9/11

    Cynthia Nixon’s polarizing bagel order made for

a delicious fundraising opportunity

    9/11

    EIA lowers 2019 U.S. output forecast by 1.8%

to 11.5 mln bbls/day

    9/11

    EIA lifts Brent 2019 average price forecast by

4.4% to $73.68/bbl

    9/11

    EIA forecasts 2019 WTI oil average of



$67.36/bbl, up 4.7% from previous view

    9/11

    EIA raises WTI, Brent crude price forecasts for

2018 and 2019

    9/11

    Nasdaq climbs 54 points, or 0.7%, to 7,978

    9/11

    S&P 500 up 13 points, or 0.5%, to 2,890

    9/11

    Dow industrials rise 142 points, or 0.6%, to

25,999

    9/11

    U.S. stocks accelerate gains in midday trade

with Dow up by triple digits

    9/11

    Stocks struggle for direction as investors turn

cautious amid ‘September blues’

    9/11

    Traders are making record bets for digital

currency Ether to fall

    9/11

    The Bay Area is now so expensive even rich

techies can’t afford to have kids

    9/11

    Micron stock falls after RBC lowers target

    9/11

    Tesla stock gets downgrade from former ‘most



bullish’ analyst

    9/11

    CMT will only honor women for its ‘Artists of

the Year’ special

    9/11

    Trump cancels planned visit to Ireland: report

    9/11

    PayPal stock gains after KeyBanc raises target

to $105

    9/11

    Uber CEO explains how he plans to make sure

your kid doesn’t own a car

    9/11

    Vivus stock rallies above $5 mark in volatile

trade after reverse stock split takes effect

    9/11

    Sage advice for conquering your fear of

growing old

    9/11

    Here’s what you need to know about Medicare

if you’re still working

    9/11

    Fed should buy stocks if there is another steep

recession, former IMF economist says

    9/11

    America moves closer to being a cashless

society



    9/11

    Yum China's stock plunges to pace NYSE

decliners after report suitor has dropped interest

    9/11

    How China, trade and domestic worries are

encouraging Aussie dollar bears

    9/11

    Activision Blizzard stock jumps after analyst

says new 'Call of Duty' battle-royale mode will be

a 'potentially massive hit'

    9/11

    S&P 500 turns positive in morning trading

    9/11

    Dow Jones Industrial Average turns positive in

morning trading

    9/11

    Nasdaq Composite Index turns positive in

morning trading

    9/11

    U.S. job openings climb to record 6.9 million in

July

    9/11

    Why you should avoid small caps for the rest of

the year

    9/11

    Apple target hiked at UBS ahead of iPhone

event



    9/11

    Apple stock price target raised to $250 from

$215 at UBS

    9/11

    Johnson Controls downgraded to neutral from
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The Trump tax hikes are

on their way

The Trump tax hikes are

coming
Rick Newman

Senior Columnist

Yahoo FinanceSeptember 17, 2018

President Trump’s biggest political win, so far, is

the tax-cut legislation he signed into law late last

year. But Trump is now taking action that is

essentially a tax hike on American consumers,



and will offset a portion of the tax cuts he has

been crowing about for nine months. And in

typical renegade fashion, Trump is dismissing

political orthodoxy by daring to hit voters with

new taxes just weeks before a crucial election.

Trump is now poised to declare a 10% tariff on an

additional $200 billion worth of Chinese imports,

in addition to a 25% tariff on $50 billion worth of

Chinese imports he imposed during the summer.

So by Election Day in November, Trump will have

placed new tariffs on $250 billion worth of stuff

Americans buy every day.

A tariff is a tax collected when imported goods

enter the country. It raises the cost of the good

by the amount of the tariff. So a 10% tariff on a



$100 product would raise its cost to $110.

Producers typically try to pass the added cost

onto consumers, and as the cost of certain

imported goods rises, the cost of similar products

not subject to tariffs can also rise, since there’s

less competitive pressure pushing prices down.

The new tariffs will raise the cost of thousands of

everyday items, including electronics,

appliances, bicycles, tires, toys, clothing and

footwear. Based on last year’s level of imports,

the new China tariffs amount to a tax hike of

$32.5 billion per year. The Trump tax cuts, by

contrast, lowered tax payments by about $130

billion per year. So by this simple math, the China

tariffs would offset about one-fourth of the Trump

tax cuts, if they stayed in place permanently.



Waiting for a deal

Trump says that won’t happen. Tariffs, in his

strategy, are a way of gaining leverage in

negotiations meant to cement trade deals more

favorable to the United States. Trump has said he

wants a lower U.S. trade deficit with China, and

better opportunities for American firms operating

in China. Once there’s a deal with China, he’ll

rescind the tariffs.

Except no deal is falling into place, creating what

increasingly looks like an open-ended trade war

destabilizing to both sides. Larry Kudlow, Trump’s

top economic adviser, said on Sept. 17, “we are

ready to negotiate and talk with China any time

that they are ready for serious and substantive



negotiations.”  Chinese officials say basically the

same thing. Yet talks have obviously gotten

nowhere, and there’s no sign of a breakthrough

any time soon.

Trump seems to think his trade fight is hurting

China more than it’s hurting the United States,

which will ultimately give him a victory. He’s

partly right. The Shanghai stock index is down

21% this year, for instance, and it just hit the

lowest level since 2014. The S&P 500, by

contrast, is up nearly 7% and close to new record

highs.

But that doesn’t mean Trump will win. China

shows no signs of capitulating, and it’s not even

clear they know how to appease Trump, were



they willing to do that. “The President’s

experience with negotiations is centered on real

estate where if you don’t get the property, you

move on with another property,” analyst Tom

Block of Fundstrat wrote in a recent note to

clients. “The trade war with China is more

complex, and an exit strategy may not be as

simple as looking for another location for a

casino or golf course.”

Trump, in fact, has been the one to moderate his

demands, suggesting his hand isn’t as strong as

he thinks. Trump initially planned tariffs of 25%

on the next $200 billion worth of Chinese imports,

but has reportedly scaled that back to

10%—perhaps out of fear of rattling stock

markets. China, meanwhile, has retaliated



against all the Trump tariffs, with like measures

on U.S. exports to China. The U.S. only exports

about $135 billion worth of goods to China per

year, however, so China will have to get creative

to match U.S. tariffs on $200 billion worth of

merchandise. There are several alternatives,

such as restricting the activities of U.S.

businesses operating in China, or devaluing the

yuan, to make Chinese products cheaper to

foreigners.

Trump, meanwhile, is now raising taxes on

consumers with the midterm elections just a few

weeks away—a bold political gambit, to put it

mildly. Trump’s trade policy is already unpopular,

with 61% of Americans saying they disapprove on

how he has negotiated with other countries, in



one poll. Anecdotal reports of collateral damage,

such as farmers losing access to foreign markets

or U.S. companies hurting from higher costs

related to tariffs, already seem to be hurting

Republicans as they fight to keep control of

Congress. New taxes that hit consumers’ wallets

can only make that worse.

Confidential tip line: rickjnewman@yahoo.com.

Click here to get Rick’s stories by email. 
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Woman accusing Brett Kavanaugh of assault says

she feared he ‘might inadvertently kill me’: Report

Christine Blasey Ford, 51, told the newspaper she

decided to speak out after the contents of a

letter she sent to California Democratic Sen.

Dianne Feinstein, a member of the Senate

Judiciary Committee, was leaked, prompting

Kavanaugh to issue a blanket denial of the

allegations. "These are all the ills that I was



trying to avoid," she told the Washington Post.

Ford's letter to Feinstein was first reported on

Friday by the New Yorker magazine, but the

article did not reveal her identity.

As Senate weighs Kavanaugh, Thomas example

offers cautions

Associated Press

Outside groups dig in as allegation roils

Kavanaugh nomination

ABC News
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CD Rates Skyrocket in California

2018 is the year to take your finances seriously!

Browse our top CD rates in California & find the



best way to start saving more today!

Business InvestorPlace

Micron Technology: MU Stock Gears Up for

Post-Earnings Breakout

September has not been kind to Micron

Technology Inc. (NASDAQ:MU), with MU stock

down about 19% in the first two weeks of the

month, hit by pricing and trade war concerns.

Currently, the October put/call open interest ratio

rests at 0.58, with calls nearly doubling puts

among options set to expire within the next

month.  Peak call OI lies well overhead at the $55

strike.



World Associated Press

US and Russia clash over enforcing UN sanctions

on NKorea

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The United States and

Russia clashed Monday over enforcing U.N.

sanctions against North Korea, with the U.S.

ambassador accusing Moscow of "cheating" and

Russia's envoy accusing Washington of "political

ill-intent."

Politics ABC News

Trump's legal team accuses Summer Zervos of

trying to 'harass' president



A woman President Donald Trump allegedly

groped is now attempting to "harass" him through

an invasive and inflammatory request for

documents, defense attorneys said in a new legal

filing. The president's team is pushing back

against Summer Zervos, a former contestant on

"The Apprentice" who's suing Trump for

defamation after he called her a liar when she

went public with accusations that he groped and

kissed her in 2007.

WorldBloomberg

Russia, Turkey Agree on Buffer Zone in Syria's

Idlib Region

Russia and Turkey sought to overcome the crisis



over a threatened assault by Russian-backed

government forces on the last major rebel bastion

in Syria by agreeing to set up a demilitarized

buffer zone and secure the departure of jihadist

fighters from that area. President Recep Tayyip

Erdogan and Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin

announced the deal after talks Monday in the

Black Sea resort of Sochi. It foresees the

establishment of a buffer zone extending from

15-20 kilometers (9-12 miles) between

government and rebel forces by Oct. 15 that will

be patrolled by Russian and Turkish forces.
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Full Dershowtiz: 'This was a very bad day for the

trump administration'

Legal scholar Alan Dershowitz joins Meet the

Press to talk about the implications of former

Trump Campaign Manager Paul Manafort's guilty

plea.

Sen. Lindsey Graham confident Mueller

investigation will finish without political

interference

CBS News Videos

Schiff: 'Anyone who gets indicted by Bob Mueller

goes down.'

Yahoo View
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admissions cap to record low

    US Air Force says it needs more firepower to

confront Russia, China

    CNN Polls: Democrats hold the upper hand in

Arizona, Tennessee Senate races

    Emmy Awards

    LOS ANGELES, CA - SEPTEMBER 17: Tracee

Ellis Ross attends the 70th Emmy Awards at



Microsoft Theater on September 17, 2018 in Los

Angeles, California. (Photo by Frazer

Harrison/Getty Images)
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    live updates

        6 min agoSurprise proposal steals the show,

and I'm certainly not crying, you are

        30 min agoThey sang about diversity — then

gave 7 Emmys in a row to white people

        44 min agoSNL host jokes only Republicans

and ex-crackheads thank Jesus at award shows

        1 hr agoBill Hader wins outstanding lead

actor in a comedy series

        1 hr 6 min agoRachel Brosnahan wins

outstanding lead actress in a comedy series

        1 hr 26 min agoEmmys opener jokes about



solving the lack of diversity in Hollywood

        1 hr 50 min agoThere's a chance history

could be made tonight

        1 hr 51 min agoThe nominees and categories

to watch for tonight

        1 hr 57 min agoEmmy predictions: Who will
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Most polarizing ever?

'Thank you, Colin'...

ROSEANNE MOCKED...

NAZI JOKES...

BLACK ACTOR APPEARS IN WHITE FACE...

Alec Baldwin LOSES for Trump Imitation...

McCain Honored During In Memoriam Segment...

Marriage proposal from stage steals show...

Breathless and Bra-less...

HBO, NETFLIX TIE...

WINNERS LIST...

REVIEW: Creaky state of Emmy affairs more AARP

not very LOL...



Emmys: Complete Winners List

4:00 PM 9/17/2018

by THR Staff

Amazon's 'The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel' led the

evening with five wins.

'Game of Thrones,' 'The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel'

'Game of Thrones,' 'The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel'

Photofest (2)

Amazon's Marvelous Mrs. Maisel led the field of

winners at the 70th annual primetime Emmy

honors handed out at the Microsoft Theater in

Los Angeles. 



During the telecast, Maisel claimed five wins,

including for comedy series, two for showrunner

Amy Sherman-Palladino in the writing and

directing categories, and honors for Rachel

Brosnahan in the lead actor category and Alex

Borstein in the supporting actor category. 

Meanwhile, FX's The Assassination of Gianni

Versace: American Crime Story claimed three

honors, for best limited series as well as lead

actor Darren Criss and directing in a limited

series for Ryan Murphy. 

HBO's Game of Thrones took home two wins, for

best drama series and for Peter Dinklage in the

supporting actor category. HBO's Barry claimed

wins in the lead actor category for Bill Hader and



in the supporting actor category for Henry

Winkler. Netflix's Godless and The Crown and

FX's The Americans also claimed two honors. 

NBC's Saturday Night Live took home the variety

sketch series honor while HBO's Last Week

Tonight nabbed the variety talk series win. 

+ Watch acceptance speeches I Emmys

monologue I Red carpet photos I Best dressed

    Drama Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Game of Thrones (WINNER)

    The Crown



    The Handmaid’s Tale

    Stranger Things

    The Americans

    This Is Us

    Westworld

    Lead Actor in a Drama Series

    Kevin Winter Courtesy of Getty

    Matthew Rhys, The Americans (WINNER)

    Jason Bateman, Ozark

    Sterling K. Brown, This Is Us



    Ed Harris, Westworld

    Milo Ventimiglia, This Is Us

    Jeffrey Wright, Westworld

    Lead Actress in a Drama Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Claire Foy, The Crown (WINNER)

    Keri Russell, The Americans 

    Tatiana Maslany, Orphan Black

    Elisabeth Moss, The Handmaid's Tale

    Sandra Oh, Killing Eve



    Evan Rachel Wood, Westworld

    Supporting Actor in a Drama Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty

    Peter Dinklage, Game of Thrones (WINNER)

    Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Game of Thrones

    Joseph Fiennes, The Handmaid's Tale

    David Harbour, Stranger Things

    Mandy Patinkin, Homeland

    Matt Smith, The Crown

    Supporting Actress in a Drama Series

    Kevin Winter Courtesy of Getty



    Thandie Newton, Westworld (WINNER)

    Alexis Bledel, The Handmaid's Tale

    Millie Bobby Brown, Stranger Things

    Ann Dowd, The Handmaid's Tale

    Lena Headey, Game of Thrones

    Vanessa Kirby, The Crown

    Yvonne Strahovski, The Handmaid's Tale

    Writing for a Drama Series

    Paul Drinkwater/NBC

    "Start," The Americans (WINNER)



    Written by Joel Fields and Joe Weisberg

    "Mystery Man," The Crown

    Written by Peter Morgan

    "The Dragon and the Wolf," Game of Thrones

    Written by David Benioff and D.B. Weiss

    "June," The Handmaid's Tale

    Teleplay by Bruce Miller

    "Nice Face," Killing Eve

    Written by Phoebe Waller-Bridge

    "Chapter Nine: The Gate," Stranger Things

    Written by The Duffer Brothers

    Directing for a Drama Series



    Mike Marsland/WireImage

    "Paterfamilias," The Crown (WINNER)

    Directed by Stephen Daldry

    "Beyond the Wall," Game of Thrones

    Directed by Alan Taylor

    "The Dragon and the Wolf," Game of Thrones

    Directed by Jeremy Podeswa

    "After," The Handmaid's Tale

    Directed by Kari Skogland

    "The Toll," Ozark

    Directed by Jason Bateman



    "Tonight We Improvise," Ozark

    Directed by Daniel Sackheim

    "Chapter Nine: The Gate," Stranger Things

    Directed by The Duffer Brothers

    Comedy Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (WINNER)

    Atlanta

    Barry

    Black-ish

    Curb Your Enthusiasm



    GLOW

    Silicon Valley

    Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

    Lead Actress in a Comedy Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Rachel Brosnahan, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

(WINNER)

    Pamela Adlon, Better Things

    Allison Janney, Mom

    Issa Rae, Insecure



    Tracee Ellis Ross, Black-ish

    Lily Tomlin, Grace and Frankie

    Lead Actor in a Comedy Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Bill Hader, Barry (WINNER)

    Anthony Anderson, Black-ish

    Ted Danson, The Good Place

    Larry David, Curb Your Enthusiasm

    Donald Glover, Atlanta

    William H. Macy, Shameless



    Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Henry Winkler, Barry (WINNER)

    Louie Anderson, Baskets

    Alec Baldwin, Saturday Night Live

    Tituss Burgess, Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

    Brian Tyree Henry, Atlanta

    Tony Shalhoub, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

    Kenan Thompson, Saturday Night Live

    Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series



    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Alex Borstein, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

(WINNER)

    Zazie Beetz, Atlanta

    Aidy Bryant, Saturday Night Live

    Betty Gilpin, GLOW

    Leslie Jones, Saturday Night Live

    Kate McKinnon, Saturday Night Live

    Laurie Metcalf, Roseanne



    Megan Mullally, Will & Grace

    Writing for a Comedy Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    "Pilot," The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (WINNER)

    Written by Amy Sherman-Palladino

    "Alligator Man," Atlanta

    Written by Donald Glover

    "Barbershop," Atlanta

    Written by Stefani Robinson

    "Chapter One: Make Your Mark," Barry

    Written by Alec Berg and Bill Hader

    "Chapter Seven: Loud, Fast and Keep Going,"



Barry

    Written by Liz Sarnoff

    "Fifty-One Percent," Silicon Valley

    Written by Alec Berg

    Directing for a Comedy Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, "Pilot" (WINNER)

    Directed by Amy Sherman-Palladino

    Atlanta, "FUBU"

    Directed by Donald Glover

    Atlanta, "Teddy Perkins"

    Directed by Hiro Murai



    Barry, "Chapter One: Make Your Mark"

    Directed by Bill Hader

    The Big Bang Theory, "The Bow Tie Symmetry"

    Directed by Mark Cendrowski (Read more

about his original omission from this category

here.)

    GLOW, "Pilot"

    Directed by Jesse Peretz

    Silicon Valley, "Initial Coin Offering"

    Directed by Mike Judge

     

    Limited Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images



    The Assassination of Gianni Versace: American

Crime Story (WINNER)

    The Alienist

    Genius: Picasso

    Godless

    Patrick Melrose

    Lead Actress in a Limited Series or a

Television Movie

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Regina King, Seven Seconds (WINNER)

    Jessica Biel, The Sinner



    Laura Dern, The Tale

    Michelle Dockery, Godless

    Edie Falco, Law & Order True Crime: The

Menendez Murders

    Sarah Paulson, American Horror Story: Cult

    Lead Actor in a Limited Series or a Television

Movie

    Kevin Winter/Getty

    Darren Criss, The Assassination of Gianni

Versace: American Crime Story (WINNER)

    Antonio Banderas, Genius: Picasso



    Benedict Cumberbatch, Patrick Melrose

    Jeff Daniels, The Looming Tower

    John Legend, Jesus Christ Superstar

    Jesse Plemons, Black Mirror: USS Callister

    Supporting Actress in a Limited Series or a

Television Movie

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Merritt Wever, Godless (WINNER)

    Sara Bareilles, Jesus Christ Superstar

    Penelope Cruz, The Assassination of Gianni

Versace: American Crime Story



    Judith Light, The Assassination of Gianni

Versace: American Crime Story

    Adina Porter, American Horror Story: Cult

    Letitia Wright, Black Museum (Black Mirror)

    Supporting Actor in a Limited Series or a

Television Movie

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Jeff Daniels, Godless (WINNER)

    Brandon Victor Dixon, Jesus Christ Superstar

    John Leguizamo, Waco

    Ricky Martin, The Assassination of Gianni



Versace: American Crime Story

    Edgar Ramirez, The Assassination of Gianni

Versace: American Crime Story

    Michael Stuhlbarg, The Looming Tower

    Finn Wittrock, The Assassination of Gianni

Versace: American Crime Story

    Writing for a Limited Series, Movie or Dramatic

Special

    Kevin Winter Courtesy of Getty

    USS Callister (Black Mirror) (WINNER)

    Written by William Bridges and Charlie Brooker

    "Clean Up," American Vandal



    Written by Kevin McManus and Matthew

McManus

    "House by the Lake," The Assassination of

Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

    Written by Tom Rob Smith

    Godless

    Written by Scott Frank

    Patrick Melrose

    Written by David Nicholls

    Twin Peaks

    Written by David Lynch and Mark Frost

    Directing for a Limited Series, Movie or

Dramatic Special



    Kevin Winter Courtesy of Getty

    The Assassination of Gianni Versace: American

Crime Story, "The Man Who Would Be Vogue"

(WINNER) 

    Directed by Ryan Murphy

    Godless

    Directed by Scott Frank

    Jesus Christ Superstar Live In Concert

    Directed by David Leveaux

    Live Television Directed by Alex Rudzinski

    The Looming Tower, "9/11"

    Directed by Craig Zisk



    Paterno

    Directed by Barry Levinson

    Patrick Melrose

    Directed by Edward Berger

    Twin Peaks

    Directed by David Lynch

    Reality or Competition Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    RuPaul's Drag Race (WINNER)

    The Amazing Race

    American Ninja Warrior



    Project Runway

    Top Chef

    The Voice

    Variety Sketch Series

    Matt Winkelmeyer/Getty

    Saturday Night Live (WINNER)

    At Home With Amy Sedaris

    Drunk History

    I Love You, America

    Portlandia



    Tracey Ullman’s Show

    Variety Talk Series

    Kevin Winter/Getty Images

    Last Week Tonight (WINNER)

    Full Frontal With Samantha Bee

    Jimmy Kimmel Live!

    The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

    The Late Late Show With James Corden

    The Late Show With Stephen Colbert



U.S. Esquire

Anderson Cooper Just Slapped Down Donald

Trump Jr. With Righteous Anger

It seemed cathartic for the CNN anchor after the

president's son spread false memes mocking him

this weekend.

Anderson Cooper mocks Donald Trump Jr for

tweeting Hurricane Florence conspiracy theory

The Independent

Anderson Cooper Shreds 'Idiotic' Don Jr. Over

Phony Florence Photo

HuffPost



'Unprecedented' Government Spending Spree

Picks Up Speed...

Senate approves $854B bill...

EMMY RATINGS CRASH TO NEW LOW

Senate backs bill to avert government shutdown

The wide-ranging $854 billion bill, which also

funds the military and civilian agencies for the

next year, is a short-term fix to keep the

government running through early December.
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    Democrats press need for investigation into

Kavanaugh accusation

    Sen. Chris Coons: I have heard enough for a

'No' vote

    Accusation against Kavanaugh draws

comparisons with Anita Hill

Pres. Trump declassifies Russia investigation

docs

Rachel Maddow

Pres. Trump declassifies Russia investigation

docs



Senator Richard Blumenthal talks with Rachel

Maddow about the threat to U.S. intelligence

sources and methods posed by President Trump's

declassifying documents in the ongoing Trump

Russia investigation.
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Morning Joe
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classified docs

Fmr. VP Al Gore: ‘This experiment with Trumpism



is not going well’

Andrea Mitchell Reports

Fmr. VP Al Gore: ‘This experiment with Trumpism

is not going well’

Andrea Mitchell sat down with former Vice

President Al Gore to discuss storms and rising

sea levels, President Trump’s Puerto Rico

comments, trade penalties and more.
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Flynn sentencing
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midterms
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moves north

Florence death toll rises as tornadoes touch

down in Virginia

News
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Washington (CNN) President Donald Trump

continued to stand behind his Supreme Court
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senators grapple ...
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parents

The parents of the woman who is accusing Brett

Kavanaugh of sexual misconduct have a

connection to the Supreme Court nominee
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Woman,' navigates the politics of #MeToo
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Dianne Feinstein ...
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Obviously, I believe Christine Blasey Ford, the

psychology professor who says that Brett
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while his friend Mark ...

The New York Times
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Opinion

Kavanaugh allegations could be monster storm

brewing for midterm elections | TheHill

Bill Schneider says the October surprise for the

2018 campaign seems to be happening ahead of

schedule.

The Hill
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while his friend Mark ...
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Kavanaugh Amid Sexual Assault Claim
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SUPREME SILENCE: SOME SUPPORTERS GO

QUIET

Brett Kavanaugh’s Supporters Now Far More

Reluctant To Speak Up Publicly

By Alanna Vagianos, Amanda Terkel, and Jenna

Amatulli

3 hours ago

AN EARLY ‘RETIREMENT’

We Couldn’t Get Jobs, So We Moved Into My

Parents’ Retirement Community

By Lucy Huber, Guest Writer
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Alaska Natives Press Lisa Murkowski To Reject

Brett Kavanaugh
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Can’t Fix Their Own Harassment Policy
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Be Accused Of Sexual Misconduct
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Sandra Oh’s Mom Won The Emmys With Her

Traditional Korean Dress

By Kimberly Yam

IN THE NEWS

POLITICS

Trump Says He Feels ‘Terribly’ For Brett



Kavanaugh

By Lydia O'Connor

“It’s a shame, because this is a great gentleman,”

Trump said of his Supreme Court nominee.

POLITICS

Kavanaugh May Lose A Job. By Her Account,

Christine Blasey Ford Lost Much More.

By Melissa Jeltsen

The long-term consquences of surviving a teen

sexual assault are well-known.

POLITICS

Here Are The Ways Christine Blasey Ford’s Story

Is Being Dismissed

By Amanda Terkel

Conservatives are coming up with conspiracy

theories about Ford and say her allegations are

just too old to investigate.



ENTERTAINMENT

Give Cher A Minute To Apply Her Eyelashes And

She’ll Talk About Anything

By Matthew Jacobs

The “Mamma Mia” scene-stealer is releasing an

album of cover songs — but she’s got a lot of

other things on her mind.
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Olivia Wilde Explains Why Her Kids Think Ellen

DeGeneres Is Their Real Mother

By Curtis M. Wong
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    St. Louis police, city sued over 'kettling'

practice

Politics HuffPost

Seth Meyers Pokes A Hole In Brett Kavanaugh's

Defense

"Late Night" host Seth Meyers took a closer look

at the allegation of sexual

GOP senator calls for Kavanaugh and accuser to

both testify on Capitol Hill

ABC News Videos

Brett Kavanaugh and his accuser to testify on

sexual assault allegations
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Trump says he feels ‘badly’ for Kavanaugh: ‘This

is not a man who deserves this’

President Trump said during a news conference

at the White House that he supports the

congressional hearing on an allegation that Brett

M. Kavanaugh sexually assaulted a woman in

high school, because there shouldn't be any

doubt about his innocence. Trump also blamed

Democrats for not bringing the allegation forward

sooner.

    By Seung Min Kim, Robert Costa and John

Wagner56 minutes ago

The Fix: What happens to Brett Kavanaugh now?

Here are 3 scenarios.

The Fix: Lindsey Graham’s bizarre defense of not



making Kavanaugh’s friend testify

The Fix: A former sex-crimes prosecutor analyzes

the allegation

Political nonprofits must now name many of their

donors

The Supreme Court decision not to intervene in a

long-running case could curtail the ability of

major political players to raise money and would

force the disclosure of some of the country’s

wealthiest donors.

    By Michelle Ye Hee Lee and Robert Barnes49

minutes ago

Senate passes massive defense and health

spending bill, tries to delay border wall fight

The vote came less than two weeks ahead of the



Sept. 30 deadline when government funding will

run out without action by Congress and President

Trump.

    By Erica Werner3 hours ago

FLORENCE AFTERMATH

(Carolyn Van Houten/The Washington Post)

Visual Story

In Sight

Florence from above: Aerial footage of the

hurricane’s flooding and damage

From the ground, this damage is devastating.

From the air, the devastation is overwhelming.

Washington Post staff photographer Carolyn Van

Houten documented it during a helicopter ride

over coastal North Carolina on Monday. This is



what she saw.

    By Washington Post staff

After Florence, North Carolina grapples with

floods, outages and endless water

Florence was another 1,000-year rain event. Is

this the new normal as the planet warms?

Trump seeks to blunt future Democratic criticism

of Florence response

Note to Readers

The Post has removed article limits on coverage

of Florence to make these stories available

without a subscription.

    Get breaking-news email alerts
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in his face

    By Greg Sargent

The least-bad solution to the Kavanaugh dilemma

    By David Von Drehle
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Republicans are fearful of a full airing of an
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crackdown on trade with China

    By Max Boot
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    By Sonny Bunch

More Top Stories

New U.S.-China tariffs raise fears of an economic

Cold War

Some analysts anticipate an economic partition

reminiscent of the globe-splitting divide between



the United States and the Soviet Union following

World War II.

    By David J. Lynch and Danielle Paquette26

minutes ago

    China strikes back against Trump, says it will

add tariffs on $60 billion in U.S. imports

Trump’s declassification of Russia documents

rewards allies’ strategy of bypassing Congress

The document release might be one of the last

chances that the president’s congressional

supporters will have to make a new, public

campaign against special counsel Robert S.

Mueller III’s probe before midterm elections.



    By Karoun Demirjian45 minutes ago

    Trump suggests his order to declassify Russia

documents will expose FBI wrongdoing

Poland’s new tactic for getting a U.S. military

base? Pitch it as Fort Trump.

After months of pushing for a permanent U.S.

military presence in Poland as a bulwark against

Russia, the Polish leader offered President Trump

a new incentive tailored to his real estate

sensibilities: naming rights.

    By Paul Sonne and Anne Gearan1 hour ago

‘ESPN doesn’t have a voice like mine’: Will Cain’s

view from the right



The former Fox News pundit’s growing profile on

the sports network comes amid consistent

charges of liberal bias at ESPN for its coverage of

social and political issues in athletics.

    By Ben Strauss

Elon Musk’s SpaceX moonshot has no guarantees

Even with the best efforts of Elon Musk’s

hard-charging space company, it’s not certain

that the massive rocket he imagines could save

humanity from extinction will ever fly.

    By Christian Davenport
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World The Telegraph

Russia blames Israel for friendly fire attack on its

aircraft by Syria which killed 15 servicemen

Russia and Israel risked a military confrontation

on Tuesday after a Russian reconnaissance plane

with 15 people onboard was mistakenly shot

down by allied Syria forces that were targeting

Israeli jets. Russia's defence ministry said that

Israeli F-16 pilots were using its Ilyushin Il-20



turbo-prop aircraft signal as cover while carrying

out strikes against targets in Latakia province

and put it in the line of fire from Syrian missiles.

The aircraft was hit 22 miles off Latakia’s coast

in the eastern Mediterranean on Monday evening

as it was returning to a Russian airbase nearby.

President Vladimir Putin was forced to step in to

defuse the escalating row between the two

countries, which have an uneasy alliance despite

backing opposing sides in the Syrian war. Israel,

which appears to have been targeting an

ammunitions depot linked to the Lebanese Shia

militia Hizbullah, denied it was its intention to

provoke Syria into firing at the Russian plane. A

IL-20PP reconnaissance aircraft of the Russian

Air Force taking  Credit: Alamy However, the

Russian defence ministry said they were given



only a one-minute warning from Israel over their

deconfliction hotline, leaving it with insufficient

time to reach a safe area. Israeli pilots carrying

out attacks on Syrian targets "used the Russian

plane as a cover, exposing it to fire from Syrian

air defences," Igor Konashenkov, Russian military

spokesman, said in televised remarks. Idlib

offensive: Why the looming fight for Syria's last

rebel stronghold could be the bloodiest yet “We

consider these provocative actions by Israel as

hostile. Fifteen Russian military service members

died because of irresponsible actions of the

Israeli military. It's absolutely contrary to spirit of

Russia-Israeli partnership,” he said. “We reserve

right for adequate response." Mr Putin later

downplayed the incident, saying the downing of

the plane was the result of "a chain of tragic



circumstances" and that Moscow would look into

boosting security for its servicemen. The Russian

president and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu reportedly spoke over the phone to

clear the air. Russia military aircraft (Il-20)

disappeared of the coast of Syria Israel and

Russia have so far managed to carefully

coordinate military action in Syria. Israel has

carried out more than 200 attacks on Hizbollah

and Iranian targets in Syria in the last few years

in an attempt to stop its foes becoming too

entrenched in the country. Moscow has never

interfered. However, the latest incident marks the

worst loss of Russian life to friendly fire since

Moscow intervened in the conflict in 2015 and

could change the way they view the Israeli raids,

particularly so close to Russian bases. Improving



relations between the two countries has been a

source of tension between Russia and client

state Syria, which is technically at war with

Israel. Russian troops were recently sent to the

border of the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights to

act as a buffer between Syrian forces and the

Jewish state. A general view shows Russian

fighter jets on the tarmac at the Russian

Hmeimim military base in Latakia in 2016 Credit:

AFP/Getty Images The Ilyushin aircraft was

reported missing shortly after Moscow

announced an agreement with Turkey to set up a

demilitarised zone in the last rebel stronghold of

Idlib. The two countries said they would be

sending military police to patrol the area and help

expel jihadists. The deal temporarily delays off an

all-out offensive by Syrian forces to retake the



province, which the United Nations had warned

would spark the worst humanitarian crisis this

century. The EU hailed a political solution for

Idlib, but said any deal must protect civilians and

ensure humanitarian access. Experts however

warned that the agreement was lacking in detail

and cautioned that it does not guarantee that an

offensive is no longer on the table further down

the line. November 2015: Turkey shoots down

Russian jet for airspace 'violation'  
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Business Bloomberg

Jack Ma Warns Alibaba, China to Prepare for

20-Year Trade War

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. co-founder Jack Ma

cautioned China’s business and political leaders

to prepare for the trade war with the U.S. to last

longer and have a bigger impact than most

people think. China’s richest man said the dispute

could last 20 years and persist beyond the

presidency of Donald Trump, as the world’s two

strongest economic powers battle for global

supremacy. China needs to strengthen its

economy to deal with the conflict and shift trade

relations from the U.S. to regions like Southeast



Asia and Africa, Ma said during a speech at the

company’s investor day conference in Hangzhou.

Alibaba's Ma Warns U.S-China Trade War Can

Drag On for 20 Years

Bloomberg Video

Jack Ma, Chuck Robbins, and other tech leaders

sound off on US-China trade tensions

CNBC

    360

    Reactions

Politics The Daily Beast

Report: Trump’s Lawyers Don’t Know Extent of

His Legal Exposure

With two federal investigations underway, the job



of Donald Trump’s legal team is probably hard

enough. More than a dozen people close to the

president told the newspaper that the team

doesn’t understand where the investigations

could be headed, what witnesses have told

investigators, or the extent to which Trump could

be exposed. The new legal team has reportedly

spent at least 20 hours interviewing the president

in a late attempt to get a grasp of what special

counsel Robert Mueller may uncover.

    296

    Reactions

World AFP

Israel determined to stop Iran in Syria, PM tells

Putin



Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu vowed

Tuesday that Israel would keep acting against its

arch foe Iran in Syria, after a Russian aircraft was

accidentally downed there by Syria during an

Israeli missile strike. Netanyahu also "expressed

sorrow" over the deaths of the 15 Russian crew

members onboard and said Israel would assist

Moscow in the investigation.

SUPREME CHAOS INTENSIFIES...

Kavanaugh accuser forced out of her home over

threats, lawyers say...

Senator Wants Men to 'Just Shut Up'...

HILLARY: She Deserves Benefit of the Doubt...

FEINSTEIN: Delay the Hearing...
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U.S. Yahoo Lifestyle

'You’re a repulsive human': Donald Trump Jr.

receives harsh criticism after seemingly mocking

Kavanaugh's sexual assault accuser on

Instagram



The first son's recent Instagram post was met

with harsh criticism, after he apparently made fun

of an alleged sexual assault victim.

In #MeToo era, Brett Kavanaugh's accuser may

prompt more to share their stories later in life

Good Morning America









Hot Take

David Brock I knew Brett Kavanaugh during his

years as a Republican operative. Don't let him sit

on the Supreme Court.

We were part of a close circle of cynical

hard-right operatives being groomed for much

bigger things.

Sep.07.2018 / 10:25 AM ET

Image: President Donald Trump's Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh

President Donald Trump's Supreme Court

nominee, Brett Kavanaugh.Alex Brandon / AP

David Brock

David Brock

David Brock is the author of five political books,

including "Killing the Messenger" (Hachette,



2015) and "Blinded by the Right: The Conscience

of an Ex-Conservative" (Crown, March 2002). He

founded Media Matters for America in 2004 and

then American Bridge 21st Century in 2011.

I used to know Brett Kavanaugh pretty well. And,

when I think of Brett now, in the midst of his

hearings for a lifetime appointment to the U.S.

Supreme Court, all I can think of is the old

"Aesop's Fables" adage: "A man is known by the

company he keeps."

And that's why I want to tell any senator who

cares about our democracy: Vote no.

Twenty years ago, when I was a conservative

movement stalwart, I got to know Brett



Kavanaugh both professionally and personally.

Brett Kavanaugh proves the Supreme Court swing

vote is dead

Sep.04.201802:34

Brett actually makes a cameo appearance in my

memoir of my time in the GOP, "Blinded By The

Right." I describe him at a party full of zealous

young conservatives gathered to watch President

Bill Clinton's 1998 State of the Union address —

just weeks after the story of his affair with a

White House intern had broken. When the TV

camera panned to Hillary Clinton, I saw Brett —

at the time a key lieutenant of Ken Starr, the

independent counsel investigating various Clinton

scandals — mouth the word "bitch."



But there's a lot more to know about Kavanaugh

than just his Pavlovian response to Hillary's

image. Brett and I were part of a close circle of

cold, cynical and ambitious hard-right operatives

being groomed by GOP elders for much bigger

roles in politics, government and media. And it’s

those controversial associations that should give

members of the Senate and the American public

serious pause.

Related

Opinion

GOP's maneuvering during the Kavanaugh

confirmation hearings will seriously damage the

Supreme Court's legitimacy

Call it Kavanaugh's cabal: There was his

colleague on the Starr investigation, Alex Azar,



now the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

Mark Paoletta is now chief counsel to Vice

President Mike Pence; House anti-Clinton

gumshoe Barbara Comstock is now a Republican

member of Congress. Future Fox News

personalities Laura Ingraham and Tucker Carlson

were there with Ann Coulter, now a best-selling

author, and internet provocateur Matt Drudge.

At one time or another, each of them partied at

my Georgetown townhouse amid much booze and

a thick air of cigar smoke.

In a rough division of labor, Kavanaugh played the

role of lawyer — one of the sharp young minds

recruited by the Federalist Society to infiltrate

the federal judiciary with true believers. Through



that network, Kavanaugh was mentored by D.C.

Appeals Court Judge Laurence Silberman, known

among his colleagues for planting leaks in the

press for partisan advantage.

Related

Opinion

Tom Steyer and Ron Fein: Stop Kavanaugh's

confirmation until Mueller's investigation is done

When, as I came to know, Kavanaugh took on the

role of designated leaker to the press of sensitive

information from Starr's operation, we all laughed

that Larry had taught him well. (Of course, that

sort of political opportunism by a prosecutor is at

best unethical, if not illegal.)

Another compatriot was George Conway (now



Kellyanne's husband), who led a secretive group

of right-wing lawyers — we called them "the

elves" — who worked behind the scenes directing

the litigation team of Paula Jones, who had sued

Clinton for sexual harassment. I knew then that

information was flowing quietly from the Jones

team via Conway to Starr's office — and also that

Conway's go-to man was none other than Brett

Kavanaugh.

Recommended

Kavanaugh's accuser should unfortunately

expect the Anita Hill treatment from Republicans

Audi's first electric SUV could be a real

challenger to Tesla's Model X

That critical flow of inside information allowed

Starr, in effect, to set a perjury trap for Clinton,



laying the foundation for a crazed national

political crisis and an unjust impeachment over a

consensual affair.

But the cabal's godfather was Ted Olson, the

then-future solicitor general for George W. Bush

and now a sainted figure of the GOP

establishment (and of some liberals for his role in

legalizing same-sex marriage). Olson had a

largely hidden role as a consigliere to the

"Arkansas Project" — a multi-million dollar

dirt-digging operation on the Clintons, funded by

the eccentric right-wing billionaire Richard Mellon

Scaife and run through The American Spectator

magazine, where I worked at the time.

Both Ted and Brett had what one could only be



called an unhealthy obsession with the Clintons

— especially Hillary. While Ted was pushing

through the Arkansas Project conspiracy theories

claiming that Clinton White House lawyer and

Hillary friend Vincent Foster was murdered (he

committed suicide), Brett was costing taxpayers

millions by pedaling the same garbage at Starr's

office.

A detailed analysis of Kavanaugh's own notes

from the Starr Investigation reveals he was

cherry-picking random bits of information from

the Starr investigation — as well as the multiple

previous investigations — attempting vainly to

legitimize wild right-wing conspiracies. For years

he chased down each one of them without regard

to the emotional cost to Foster’s family and



friends, or even common decency.

Related

Opinion

Brett Kavanaugh's Supreme Court nomination is

the result of years of unopposed conservative

organizing

Kavanaugh was not a dispassionate finder of fact

but rather an engineer of a political smear

campaign. And after decades of that, he expects

people to believe he's changed his stripes.

Like millions of Americans this week, I tuned into

Kavanaugh's hearings before the Senate

Judiciary Committee with great interest. In his

opening statement and subsequent testimony,

Kavanaugh presented himself as a "neutral and



impartial arbiter" of the law. Judges, he said,

were not players but akin to umpires —

objectively calling balls and strikes. Again and

again, he stressed his "independence" from

partisan political influences.

But I don't need to see any documents to tell you

who Kavanaugh is — because I've known him for

years. And I'll leave it to all the lawyers to parse

Kavanaugh's views on everything from privacy

rights to gun rights. But I can promise you that

any pretense of simply being a fair arbiter of the

constitutionality of any policy regardless of

politics is simply a pretense. He made up his

mind nearly a generation ago — and, if he's

confirmed, he'll have nearly two generations to

impose it upon the rest of us.
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Business American City Business Journals

Fred Smith doesn't mince words, calls U.S./China

trade issues 'very worrisome'

“Mercantilism does not work.” The above words

from Fred Smith - founder, chairman and CEO of



FedEx Corp. - during the company’s Monday

earnings call once again proved, when it comes

to his pro free-trade stance, Smith does not

mince words.   While the Memphis-based shipping

and delivery giant posted relatively strong

numbers for fiscal 2019, reporting revenue of

$17.1 billion for the quarter - that figure was

$15.3 billion in Q1 2018 - the numbers quickly

became secondary. The biggest impression

during the call occurred at the end, when Smith

talked about current trade issues, which he

called “very worrisome.” Smith referenced

President Donald Trump’s plans that came out

earlier in the day to impose tariffs on $200 billion

worth of Chinese goods. "There is a lot of

conversation about the trade issues these days,"

Smith said.



Yahoo News explains: Why is the U.S. in a trade

war with China?

Yahoo News Video

Report: President Trump to spare Apple from

tariffs on Chinese goods

Digital Trends

    Analysis: GOP senators and the White House

say they're offering the Supreme Court pick's

accuser a platform. But the opportunity has an

expiration date.

    Analysis: Did Trump just hedge on Brett

Kavanaugh's future?

    Friend of Kavanaugh's accuser speaks out

    latest updates Sen. Grassley will offer to

interview Kavanaugh's accuser in her home state

    The FBI investigated Clarence Thomas. It took



3 days

    Anita Hill speaks out on Ford's request for FBI

investigation

    Top stories

    Breaking News

    Wisconsin shooting leaves 4 people and

suspect injured

    A surgeon and his girlfriend allegedly raped

women. The DA fears hundreds of victims

    breaking Elizabeth Smart's kidnapper released

from prison

    Brother of woman who escaped from Border

Patrol agent: It's a 'miracle' she's alive

    Crash that hit several pedestrians investigated

as possible hate crime

    Suspect in Mollie Tibbetts' killing enters plea



    Golf champ found dead on Iowa course

    These antique cars have Tesla batteries

    Investors start to worry about the economy

    Today in politics

    An employee arranges beauty product gift

boxes displayed for sale at a Wal-Mart Stores Inc.

location ahead of Black Friday in Los Angeles,

California, U.S., on Monday, November 24, 2014.

Retailers are planning to open earlier on

Thanksgiving day this year in a bid to draw

shoppers. Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is making Black

Friday, the shopping day after Thanksgiving, a

weeklong event this year. Photographer: Patrick

T. Fallon/Bloomberg via Getty Images

    Walmart is where the trade war comes home

    The GOP's older-voter problem



    Senator to men: Shut up and step up

    Stormy Daniels shares explicit details of her

alleged affair with Trump

    Pompeo cracks down, on improper use, of

commas at State Department

    Opinion: Expose Steve Bannon for what he is

    Director Michael Moore erupts over Kavanaugh

nomination

    Kavanaugh's 2015 joke resurfaces

    Cruz jokes: 'If Beto wins, BBQ will be illegal'

    News and buzz

    2 h

    Airline misspells its own name on plane

    Do you need the new iPhones? Reviews are in

    55 m

    See a satellite net collect space junk



    Delta raises fees for checked bags

    Sony gets in on the retro console craze

    Rival: NFL coach has lost the locker room

    Tiger Woods' probation ends early

    Airport baggage handler goes viral

    From Yankees MVP to complete disaster

    4 people get cancer from donor's organs

    Mom defends son's bullying punishment

    Content by CompareCards

    An unbelievable card has 0% interest until

2020

    The flooding after Florence

    Chicken farm buildings are inundated with

floodwater from Hurricane Florence near Trenton,

North Carolina, Sept. 16, 2018.

    Millions of chickens and thousands of pigs died



in North Carolina

    Live updates Trump lands in South Carolina

    Before-and-after aerial photos show

destruction

    2 inmates drown in police van; officers rescued

    FEMA is still having to debunk rumors and

hoaxes

    Twitter stunned by islands of ants 

Check these out

Justin Bieber stops at the Buckingham Palace

fountain to play a couple of songs with his guitar

for Hailey Baldwin and fans on Sept.18, 2018 in

London.

Justin Bieber's surprise serenade for fiancée and

fans

A statue of Captain James Cook stands in



Sydney&#39;s Hyde Park on August 25, 2017, as

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull labelled calls to

change colonial-era monuments and the date of

Australia Day, in attempts to better reflect the

country&#39;s indigenous past, as a

&#39;Stalinist&#39; excercise in re-writing

history. A cultural debate intensified this week

when prominent indigenous commentator Stan

Grant dubbed the inscription &quot;Discovered

this territory 1770&quot;, on a Sydney statue of

18th century British explorer Capitan James

Cook, a &quot;damaging myth&quot;. / AFP

PHOTO / WILLIAM WEST (Photo credit should read

WILLIAM WEST/AFP/Getty Images)

Captain Cook's ship may have been found off the

US coast

See 'firenado' snatch firefighter's hose



InterContinental Shanghai Wonderland

Luxury hotel to open in an abandoned quarry

    Puerto Rico: Then and now

    When we first met them, their lives were torn

apart by a Category 4 hurricane. See where they

are now.

    One year later -- Puerto Rico still needs your

help

    What will become of the 'Maria Generation'?

   Women are living longer - and some worry

they'll run out of money

    Race for Paul Ryan's seat descends into family

feud

    President Trump: I'm 'so sad over Jeff



Sessions'

    'The optics could not be much worse'

    Meyer's grim warning to NFL team about Aaron

Hernandez

    Bitcoin hit by hackers using NSA leak

Politics ABC News

Trump 'dossier' stuck in New York, didn't trigger

Russia investigation, sources say

President Donald Trump and his allies have long

insisted that what he calls the “fake dirty

dossier” was wholly “responsible for starting the

totally and discredited witch hunt” by special

counsel Robert Mueller. Trump doubled down on

his “dossier” accusation this week, ordering the

Justice Department and U.S. intelligence



community to release a bigger slice of the

classified information used to investigate one of

his advisers, New York business consultant

Carter Page, insisting again Tuesday that “what

will be disclosed is that there was no basis” for

the surveillance.

Business Yahoo Finance

Dow, S&P 500 near records while Nasdaq lower

weighed by tech stocks

The Dow getting a boost on financials.. but forget

that, all anyone wants to talk - is cannabis.

U.S. The Daily Beast



Christine Blasey Ford’s Republicans Inquisitors

Will All Be Men

Or they would if there were any Republican

women there. In fact, Republicans haven’t seen

their way clear to elevate a woman to the

sought-after committee since they disgraced

themselves with their brutal treatment of Anita

Hill in 1991.

Politics ABC News

Chuck Schumer doubles down on call to postpone

Kavanaugh confirmation vote

Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer, D-N.Y.,

renewed his call to postpone the confirmation

vote on Supreme Court Justice Nominee Brett



Kavanaugh after an explosive report revealed a

California professor, Christine Blasey Ford,

accused the nominee of attempted sexual assault

in the 1980s. “I think the allegations by Professor

Ford are extremely credible,” Schumer said on

ABC’s The View on Monday. NEW: "I think the

allegations of professor Ford are extremely

credible," Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer

tells @TheView.

The Latest: Kavanaugh accuser wants FBI probe

before hearing

Associated Press

Kavanaugh and accuser to testify before the

Senate

FOX News Videos



World Engadget

Facebook’s 'War Room' is its latest effort to

protect elections

Facebook has more than 300 people working on

protecting elections from misinformation aimed

at influencing voters. The New York Times

reports that Facebook is currently converting a

conference room into a final line of defense

against fake news campaigns that target

elections. "We see this as probably the biggest

company-wide reorientation since our shift from

desktops to mobile phones," Samidh Chakrabarti,

head of Facebook's elections and civic

engagement team, told the New York Times.



U.S. Yahoo News

Trumpnado! Tweeting about storms, Trump

seizes opportunity to make everything worse

Jerry Adler examines the issues with Trump's

tweets about the death toll from Hurricane Maria.

Trump believes Manafort "will tell the truth"

Reuters Videos

FBI, DOJ Plan Redactions Despite Trump’s

Document Order

Bloomberg

    13

    Reactions



U.S. HuffPost

Trump Tells Hurricane Florence Survivor 'At Least

You Got A Nice Boat Out Of The Deal'

Hurricane Florence has resulted in at least 37

deaths in three states, but

    2454

    Reactions

Politics AFP

Trump again blasts US Attorney General Sessions

President Donald Trump attacked his Attorney

General Jeff Sessions anew in an interview

published Wednesday, deriding the official who is

the key obstacle to the White House halting the



increasingly menacing Russia collusion probe. "I

don't have an attorney general. It's very sad,"

Trump told the online site Hill.TV, stepping up

apparent pressure on Sessions to resign.

Trump rips Sessions: 'I don't have an attorney

general'

Associated Press

Trump: "I don't have an attorney general"

CBS News Videos
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"I've never seen an

instance when the

President is so detached



from the reality of what's

going on. This has not

been treated seriously

enough. Some of the

things Trump did and does

jeopardize the real

national security." -- Bob

Woodward












